Chapter 5

University/ College Campus Center

University/ College Campus Center
5.1

Background

The University/College Campus Center is envisioned
as a unique opportunity to create a center of higher
learning for the Sacramento region. The existing
and projected population in this region supports the
demand for over 700,000 higher education seats
nationally in the coming years with a concentration
of those in northern California.
The University/College Campus Center is a unique
approach to fulfilling a portion of that need by
providing a site planned as an integral element
of a comprehensive, sustainable master plan
development. The Campus Center is designed
to accommodate a single, large institution in
the traditional model of a major university. The
Campus Center is also designed to accommodate an
aggregation of smaller institutions nested together
in the Oxford model. Major facilities such as a main
library, student lounge, health care, field house and
sports fields, and dormitories and student services
would be available to all colleges within the campus.
Individual institutions could provide classrooms,
faculty offices, and special facilities, such as libraries
and laboratories to meet the needs of their particular
academic focus. The following description of the

University/College Campus Center was developed
by the noted architecture firm, Holabird and Root,
an internationally recognized specialist in academic
master plans and architecture. The conceptual design
is adaptable to a variety of institutional configurations
that will accommodate a single institution, or a
cluster of smaller, integrated institutions. This flexible
approach to developing higher learning institutions
reflects not only economic challenges to academia
at all levels, but also the opportunities for integrating
diverse, formerly segregated areas of study into more
collaborative, productive study programs.

5.2	Introduction
The conceptual plan for the University/College
Campus Center would have the academic and
administrative core of the University is located on a
plateau overlooking the Deer Creek Drainage and
the Sierra Nevada to the east. When completed,
the University/College Campus Center will have a
total enrollment of over 6,000 full time students
the plan envisions major colleges such as Business,
Engineering, Law, Arts & Sciences and Medicine. The
campus will have a traditional layout with campus
quad and an iconic Carillon Tower on top of the
dramatic bluffs overlooking the valley below.

Conceptual University/College Campus Center Rendering
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religious area

Figure 5.1: University/College Campus Center Land Plan
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The campus will include academic buildings, student
housing for both undergraduate and graduate
students as well as faculty housing, sports facility,
performing arts center, and administration buildings.
The University/College Campus Center site is divided
by a major bluff that extends east to west and
creates an upper and lower campus as illustrated
in Figure 5.1. The upper campus will be comprised
mainly of the core academic buildings and the first
phase of student housing. The lower campus will
be constructed as the University/College Campus
Center expands the growing student enrollment
requires additional dormitories and athletic facilities,
including ball fields, tennis courts, basketball courts,
a large athletic complex, as well as a soccer stadium.
An ornamental landscaped stair system will connect
the upper and lower campuses together with a large
water feature at the bottom of the stair. The campus
layout will embrace the natural features of the site
and emphasize the natural beauty that makes the
site so special with both the physical beauty and the
views across the valley.

Figure 5.1: Conceptual University/College Campus
Center Land Plan provides a detailed illustration.
The campus design promotes connections with the
community by utilizing a shared infrastructure (i.e.
roadway system; parkway system; and a mixed-use
business district). Figure 5.2 illustrates the Major
Campus Roads at (build-out) and campus paths,
walking, biking, and hiking paths.
The University/College Campus Center is organized
around the concept of districts and landmarks.
Districts are mainly comprised of major programmatic
functions: academic, athletic, and residential.
There are multiple landmarks within a district. The
landmarks are visually aligned within and among
each of the districts, creating smaller spaces and
way-finding visual corridors.

The architectural style of the University/College Campus
Center will respect historical California Mission style,
while incorporating and blending modern themes and
efficiencies in design and function. Sustainable design
will be a hallmark of the campus plan and buildings.
There will be extensive walking paths and landscaping
in traditional campus configurations. The University/
College Campus Center will include an 18.4-acre
Avoided Area along the southern border of the Campus
lands embracing the stewardship of these resources. A
conference center with limited lodging will be a part of
the campus.

Legend
Paths
Roads

Figure 5.2: Major Campus Roads and Paths
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5.3	Sustainable Initiatives
& Long-Term Goals
The University/College Campus Center masterplan
is designed to minimize impacts on existing
topography, to control erosion, to conserve existing
habitat, and to preserve view corridors. Landscape
design and site planning will feature indigenous,
non-invasive species and the architecture will
highlight local and regional building materials and
climate-responsive techniques such as solar shading,
daylight harvesting, natural ventilation, and the use
of thermal mass.

Conceptual Amphitheater

5.3.1 Water Conservation
Water conservation will be integral to the design
of the campus. Green roofs, cisterns, greywater
systems, and efficient fixtures will be investigated
and implemented where feasible in order to maximize
the use of all water on site. Watersheds will remain
intact, and on-site management of storm water
through the use of minimal impact, pervious parking,
roads and walkways in combination with green roofs
and planted swales will ensure the hydrology of the
site remains in balance as the campus grows.

5.3.2 Building, Heating, and Cooling
Arcades, open atria, covered walkways and exterior
stairs all decrease the load on buildings’ heating
and cooling systems while providing shade and
maintaining a visual connection to the outdoors.
The design of the buildings themselves will include
the investigation of daylighting strategies and winddriven and stack-driven natural ventilation. These
technologies will be implemented where feasible.
Shading will be designed to allow cool daylight
harvesting in the summer and passive solar heating
in the winter. Energy efficiency and material reuse
and conservation will be integral to the design and
construction of each building. Where possible,
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circulation spaces will be exterior, shaded, and
unconditioned, with visual access to courtyards
and cooling gardens providing both physical and
psychological cooling effects. It is intended that the
buildings will be LEED certified.
Progress toward reduced energy goals, start with
energy conservation. With that in mind, designs will
minimize energy demand through thermal efficiency,
daylighting, and passive heating/cooling. District
heating and cooling will improve system efficiencies,
and large-scale implementation of energy-saving
measures such as solar hot water (especially in the
Student Life area) and heat recovery ventilation
systems (especially in once-through buildings such as
science labs) will be investigated and implemented
where feasible in order to reduce energy demand.
On-site generation of energy will come primarily
from solar photovoltaic panels, with the possibility
of some wind generation.
Nearby, large-scale
generation of power from solar, biomass, and
methane cogeneration will be investigated, as will
other partnerships with regional utilities interested in
developing renewable energy.
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5.3.3	Transportation and Parking
The campus transportation and maintenance fleet is
expected to be comprised mainly of alternate fuel
vehicles. This will significantly reduce the emissions
produced in vehicular travel and campus operations.
The campus will also consider a program where their
used cooking oil is converted into bio-diesel fuel for
use within their own fleet.
On-campus parking is placed around the campus
periphery, providing the number of spaces necessary
to support campus uses while allowing the center of
campus to remain devoted to pedestrian use. The
majority of parking spaces will be located along the
western edge of campus, between campus buildings
and the dedicated buffer land to the west. Additional
parking is provided near the front of campus and at
the interface between the Residential Life area and
the Cordova Hills University Village. Parking will be
aggressively landscaped and shaded or placed in
compact structures to mitigate heat islands. Porous
paving will further reduce heat island effects and
promote infiltration of storm water.
To reduce parking needs and foster a greater sense
of community among new students, University/
College Campus Center policy may be to prohibit
freshman students from keeping cars on campus.
Assuming an even distribution of students among
the four undergraduate classes, a University/College
Campus Center policy prohibiting freshman from
bringing cars to school could reduce the need for
parking by approximately, 538 spaces.
Further, a policy limiting sale of parking permits
to 33% (rather than 50%) of the remaining
undergraduate students (sophomores, juniors
and seniors) would further reduce the parking
requirement by approximately 538 spaces.
The Cordova Hills plan for University Village,
immediately adjacent to campus, will provide
affordable, appropriate housing for many of the
University/College Campus Center graduate students.
The residential area will provide parking for graduate
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students’ cars at their homes, and a StudentUniversity/College Campus Center agreement will
require students to walk to campus. Assuming 50%
of graduate students live in this area, an additional
425 spaces could be removed from the campus.
A residential campus, like the University/College
Campus Center, is a 24-hour facility. While much of
the school’s instruction takes place during the daytime
hours, most of the student-life functions of the campus
occur in the evening and night time. The athletic
center, student union, library and residential buildings
will all be more active in the evening and night hours
than during the day. For this reason, the student life
and support staff of the school will use time-restricted
parking passes, specific to their shifts. Based on daily
occupancy profile assumptions, the maximum number
of faculty and staff on campus at any given time would
be approximately 1,016. If parking is provided for each
of these employees at one space per employee, this
represents a reduction in parking of about 933 spaces,
from 2,036 to 1,103 spaces.
Shared vehicle programs, like ZipCar, state that an
effective implementation of one car in their system
removes 15 personal cars from the road. Assuming
a sustained growth of one additional ZipCar per year
on the University/College Campus Center, at the 30
year Final Phase, a fleet of 30 ZipCars would reduce
the campus parking requirement by 450 spaces.
Assuming all of the suggested parking restrictions,
incentives, considerations and programs are put
into place, the final phase parking requirement
for the University/College Campus Center would
be approximately 2,153 spaces.
While the
implementation of all these strategies may not
occur exactly as predicted, the final parking number
does align with current sustainable trends, in terms
of reducing the harmful environmental effects
of both the parking lots themselves (storm water
management, urban heat-island effect), and the
increased automobile usage they promote (fossil fuel
depletion, CO2 and other harmful emissions).
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Table 5.1, University/College Campus Center
Population, Parking and Area Summary, follows and
provides a statistical summary of phased build-out of
the University/College Campus Center, accounting for
employees and students and required parking.

Where the University/College Campus Center is
within 2,000 feet of the Kiefer landfill, a minimum
25-foot wide landscaping area shall be provided. This
landscaping area shall include a dense mix of trees
and shrubs to screen uses from the landfill. Acceptable
tree species include those expected to reach minimum
heights of 40 feet.

5.4 Building Heights

5.5	University/College Campus
Center Dwelling Units
5.5.1	Student Population and Housing Suites
The Total Student Population at build-out is as follows
(4,300

• 90% undergraduates will live on campus: 3,870
• 10% of graduate students will live on campus: 170
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• Juniors will live in Suite A and Suite B
• Seniors and graduate students will all be in suite B

University/College Campus Center Population, Parking,
Area Summary
PHASE I

PHASE
FINAL

Students
Undergraduate Students

500

Graduate Students

4,300

100

1,700

600

6,000

Academic Administration

12

27

F.T.E. Faculty

33

400

Total Students
Employees

The academic buildings currently planned for
placement on the mesa will range from four to six
stories tall with a 14-foot finished floor to finished
floor height. The greater heights on the mesa are
reserved for the Carillon tower at an estimated 150
feet. Below the mesa, buildings will also range
between four to six stories tall with a floor to floor
height of 12 feet. A principle of the masterplan
design is that no building below the mesa can
exceed the grade line of the mesa. This is in order
to preserve open views from the mesa. Overall, with
the exception of the Carillon, no building will exceed
100 feet in height.

• Total students living on campus: 4,040

• All freshman and sophomores will live in Suite A

Table 5.1: University/College Campus Center
Population, Parking, Area Summary

5.3.4 Landfill Buffer

• Total Students at build out: 6,000
undergraduates and 1,700 graduates)

• 4 students per dorm suite: 1,010 total dorm suites

Academic/Administrative Employees

Faculty Support

13

130

Central Administration

41

94

Student Services Administration

13

34

112

685

36

420

Main Library Employees

5

59

Athletic, Fitness & Wellness Center
Employees

5

113

Main Interdenominational Center
Employees

3

24

Theater & Arts Employees

0

104

Physical Plant Employees

40

470

Housing Employees

6

51

Retail, Lodging & Conference
Employees

0

110

Student Life/Services Employees

95

1,351

Total Employees

207

2,036

MAXIMUM UNIVERSITY
POPULATION

807

8,036

344,000

1,870,000

Academic/Administrative
Employees
Student Life/Services Employees
Cafeteria & Student Union
Employees

TOTAL GROSS SQUARE
FOOTAGE OF BUILDINGS
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5.5.2	Academic Faculty & Staff
(Academic Administration, Central
Administration, and Student Services)
Staff living on campus will reside primarily in the
dormitories or stay temporarily in the business
conference center. Some faculty may stay on a
temporary basis in the dorm rooms or business
conference center. In addition to the dorm rooms
and business conference center, there may be a
limited amount of permanent housing on campus
for faculty.

5.5.3	Campus Hotel
The business conference center within the University/
College Campus Center is a 100 room hotel/
conference center that will accommodate short-term
visits to the campus. The 100 units will accommodate
one person per room.

5.5.4	University/College Campus Center
Population, Parking and Area
Summary
Table 5.1 summarizes both Phase 1 and total
University/College Campus Center population
(undergraduate and graduate), employees (academic
and administrative) and student services.

5.5.5	University/College Campus Center
Phasing
The phasing of development will occur over a
period of several years and cannot be predicted
with precision in this Master Plan. The phasing of
development will be influenced by whether the
Campus Center is ultimately used by a single large
institution, or a clustering of smaller institutions.
Nonetheless, it is instructive to provide a conceptual
phasing plan for each of 4 distinct periods. The
specific floor areas and buildings and uses identified
in the following phases are conceptual and not
intended as specific building use entitlements.
Figures 5.3 through 5.6 illustrate the conceptual
phasing for the The phasing of development will
be influenced by whether the Campus Center is
ultimately used by a single large institution, or a
clustering of smaller institutions. The initial phase
would include construction of the Welcome Center,
Student Union and Recreation Center, Administration
Center, General Academic Buildings, the Arts and
Sciences Building, and the campus hotel.
Phase Two would add Professional Program
buildings, including the Performing Arts, and
Interdenominational Center, and housing.
Phase Three would include additional Professional
Program Buildings, including the Main Lecture Hall,
Arts and Sciences, Executive Training Center, Physical
Plant and additional Final Phase Housing.
Full Phase Four, would include new construction of
Medial/Nursing, Engineering, Business Education
and Law Buildings and Final Phase Housing.
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Initial Phase
344,000 sf
Initial Phase w/ many shared used in General
Academic/Administration/Art & Sciences buildings
1

Welcome Center
23,000 Sf

A

Housing
55,500 Sf

2

Student Union & P1 Rec Center
60,000 Sf

A

Housing
55,500 Sf

3

Administration Center
20,000 SF

4

General Academic
20,000 SF

5

General Academic (W/ P1 Library)
20,000 SF

6

Arts & Sciences
34,000 Sf

7

Campus Hotel
56,000 Sf

Figure 5.3: Conceptual University/College Campus Center Phase One
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Phase Two
847,000 sf
Add Professional Program buildings and final phase housing
1

Welcome Center
23,000 Sf

A

Housing
55,500 Sf

2

Student Union & P1 Rec Center
60,000 Sf

A

Housing
55,500 Sf

3

Administration Center
20,000 SF

B

Housing
59,100 Sf

4

General Academic
20,000 SF

B

Housing
59,100 Sf

5

General Academic (W/ P1 Library)
20,000 SF

B

Housing
35,525 Sf

6

Arts & Sciences
34,000 Sf

B

Housing
35,525 Sf

7

Campus Hotel
56,000 Sf

8

Performing Arts
45,000 Sf

9

Interdenominational Center
18,750 Sf

10

Library
120,000 Sf

11

Athletics & Wellness
130,000 Sf

Figure 5.4: Conceptual University/College Campus Center Phase Two
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Phase Three
1,244,100 sf
Add Professional Program buildings and final phase housing
1

Welcome Center
23,000 Sf

A

Housing
55,500 Sf

2

Student Union & P1 Rec Center
60,000 Sf

A

Housing
55,500 Sf

3

Administration Center
20,000 SF

B

Housing
59,100 Sf

4

General Academic
20,000 SF

B

Housing
59,100 Sf

5

General Academic (W/ P1 Library)
20,000 SF

B

Housing
35,525 Sf

6

Arts & Sciences
34,000 Sf

B

Housing
35,525 Sf

7

Campus Hotel
56,000 Sf

C

Housing
53,150 Sf

8

Performing Arts
45,000 Sf

C

Housing
53,150 Sf

9

Interdenominational Center
18,750 Sf

F

Housing
47,000 Sf

10

Library
120,000 Sf

11

Athletics & Wellness
130,000 Sf

12

Main Lecture Hall
48,000 Sf

13

Arts & Sciences
34,000 Sf

14

Arts & Sciences
34,000 Sf

15

Executive Training Center
97,800 Sf

16

Physical Plant
30,000 SF

Figure 5.5: Conceptual University/College Campus Center Phase Three
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Full Phase Four
1,870,000 sf
Add Professional Program buildings and final phase housing
1

Welcome Center
23,000 Sf

A

Housing
55,500 Sf

2

Student Union & P1 Rec Center
60,000 Sf

A

Housing
55,500 Sf

3

Administration Center
20,000 SF

B

Housing
59,100 Sf

4

General Academic
20,000 SF

B

Housing
59,100 Sf

5

General Academic (W/ P1 Library)
20,000 SF

B

Housing
35,525 Sf

6

Arts & Sciences
34,000 Sf

B

Housing
35,525 Sf

7

Campus Hotel
56,000 Sf

C

Housing
53,150 Sf

8

Performing Arts
45,000 Sf

C

Housing
53,150 Sf

9

Interdenominational Center
18,750 Sf

C

Housing
62,300 Sf

10

Library
120,000 Sf

C

Housing
62,300 Sf

11

Athletics & Wellness
130,000 Sf

D

Housing
79,000 Sf

12

Main Lecture Hall
48,000 Sf

D

Housing
79,000 Sf

13

Arts & Sciences
34,000 Sf

D

Housing
17,000 Sf

14

Arts & Sciences
34,000 Sf

D

Housing
17,000 Sf

15

Executive Training Center
97,800 Sf

D

Housing
26,000 Sf

16

Physical Plant
30,000 SF

D

Housing
26,000 Sf

17

Medicine & Nursing
41,100 SF

E

Housing
117,350 Sf

18

Engineering
30,300 SF

F

Housing
47,000 Sf

19

Business
33,450

20

Education
18,300 SF

21

Law
16,800 SF

Figure 5.6: Conceptual University/College Campus Center Phase Four
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Table 5.2: Phase Final-Built Area by Use Type
Phase Final- Built Area

PHASE ONE

PROGRAM

GROSS AREA

General Academic

54,000

gross sf

Administration & Support

20,000

gross sf

Cafeteria & Student Union

60,000

gross sf

Undergraduate Housing

111,00

gross sf

245,00

gross sf

Welcome Center

23,000

gross sf

Campus Hotel

56,000

gross sf

OPTION

SUBTOTAL

Academic and P1Library

20,000

gross sf

99,000

gross sf

SUBTOTAL

1,526,000

gross sf

TOTAL

1,870,000

gross
sf

SUBTOTAL
Theater & Arts
Main Interdenominational Center

Table 5.2, Final Phase Built Area, follows the four
phasing maps and provides a breakdown of gross
built area for Phase 1, the final phase, and an option
for a sub-phase to include Athletic/Recreation,
Faculties and Library Buildings.

5.5.6	University/College Campus Center
Residential Building Prototype
Figure 5.7, University/College Campus Center
Prototype, illustrates a housing prototype block
building footprint which would adapt to a variety
of configurations illustrated on the site plan. The
footprint includes two conceptual suite types, A and
B. Suite A includes 2 bedrooms and Suite B includes
4 bedrooms.

Athletic/Recreation
Library
College of Business
College of Engineering
College of Law

PHASE FINAL

Main Lecture Hall
College of Education
College of Arts & Sciences
College of Medicine & Nursing
Facilities & Maintenance
Main Cafeteria
Student Union Center
Undergraduate Housing
Graduate Housing
Faculty & Staff Housing
Stadium
On-Campus Retail, Lodging,
Conference Center
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Figure 5.7: University/College Campus Center Prototype
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C ircu l a tion

Chapter 6

C i r c u l at i o n
The Circulation Chapter describes the planned roadway
network, transit facilities and services, and bicycle and
pedestrian facilities for Cordova Hills. These facilities are
critical components of the Master Plan that affect the
community quality of life and character of the plan, as
well as public safety, energy costs, timing and phasing
of improvements, and air quality.

6.1	Circulation Plan Vision
Dramatic shifts in the global economy and
community demographics all indicate that the
conventional circulation networks and approaches
developed over the last 70 years will not serve us
well in the emerging future. There is a need for new
approaches to moving people and goods about
within the community and region.
Cordova Hills provides a unique opportunity to
advance fresh thinking on community “mobility”
and design and implement a new circulation system
that responds to the demands of a new era. The
circulation system will need to address lifestyle
and work environment changes, the increasing
costs of fuel, the on-going concerns for air quality,
and changes in shopping, socializing, health, and
recreation habits. Cordova Hills will respond to
evolving regulatory requirements for Greenhouse
Gas reduction (GHG), the need for smaller and fuel
efficient neighborhood electric vehicles (NEV), and
internal capture of commercial/business related trips.
This will be accomplished in the strategically placed
and vibrant Town Center and University / College
Campus Center, and the extensive, integrated,
intervillage and neighborhood network that links all
components of the plan with pedestrian, bike and
alternative vehicle circulation.
Cordova Hills will be developed during a time of
change. New technologies in transportation and
communications will influence the choices individuals
make in selecting their daily means of mobility. It
is assumed that fuel will be an increasingly costly
resource for individuals and businesses in deciding
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their mode of transportation and whether it is
necessary to travel at all. The circulation system is
designed to mitigate the possibility that increased
travel costs will result in demands for more efficient
transportation systems and for communities
designed to facilitate and enhance alternatives to
automobile use in the resident’s daily lives.
The challenge for new community plans is to
accommodate conventional automobile travel
while setting the stage for a gradual transition to
an alternative system. Automobiles will continue
to be a primary mode of transportation, but new
communities must be planned to also facilitate and
encourage the use of transportation alternatives.
Alternatives for a broad range of travel modes
are designed into the Cordova Hills community,
including neighborhood electric vehicles (NEVs),
public transportation, walking and bicycling.
They are intended to reduce the need for reliance
on private automobiles as the sole mode of
personal transportation in the future. The smaller
“Village scale” vehicle routes are interconnected
with larger, regional vehicle routes. The smaller
vehicles are referred to as Neighborhood Electric
Vehicles (NEVs) in this plan. One of the key factors
influencing the circulation plan is the University/
College Campus Center, a special use that will
support alternative approaches to transportation.
The planned student body of 6,000 total
students, as well as faculty, campus visitors,
and administrative and support personnel will
enhance the opportunities for public transit and
pedestrian and bike travel in the community. As
with many major universities, the traffic will tend
to emphasize non-vehicular travel in the vicinity
of campus. Combined with the integrated transit
and pedestrian and bicycle network opportunities
in the Town Center, Cordova Hills is envisioned to
become a distinctly pedestrian, bicycle, and transit
oriented community.
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6.2	Circulation Plan Principles
The Cordova Hills circulation plan combines many
integrated and varied transportation modes. All are
important aspects of the plan and fulfill the following
principles, which are “balanced” to address the
evolving needs of a changing society.

6.2.1	Community Character
The internal roadways and pedestrian/bikeway
networks are among the most visible elements
connecting the overall community. The Streetscape
Plan established in Chapter 4, Development
Regulations and Design Guidelines, includes the
Town Center Boulevard, University / College Campus
Center streets, community arterials, collectors, local
neighborhood streets, and the pedestrian/bikeway
corridors which are signature features that help define
the overall community character of Cordova Hills.

Mode

From an aesthetic/visual standpoint, the landscape
character of the circulation system of Cordova Hills
roads and trails will generally will reflect an early
California theme, at key intersections, parkways and
focal points. This will manifest in a predominantly
drought tolerant landscape, with the use of native
trees, shrubs, grasses, and selective use of low
stone walls as “rustic materials.” Shaded roadways,
pedestrian paseos, sheltered rest areas, and limited,
focused use of water will be hallmarks of for Cordova
Hills circulation system.

6.2.2	Safety and Efficiency
All components of the circulation system must
provide safe and efficient circulation. Safety requires
adequate lane capacity and intersections for vehicle
movement but also requires pedestrian friendly
streets, intersections, and parkways, that minimize
potential vehicle and pedestrian/bicyclist conflicts.

Service Radius

Trip Attraction

Pedestrian / Bicycle
• 1/2 to 3 Mile Radius
• Village Wide

•
•
•
•

Village Center
School
Village Residential
Park/Open Space/Recreation

•
•
•
•

Special Destination
Special Purpose
Weekly Shopping
Regional Employment
Centers

Neighborhood Electric Vehicle
(NEV)

Private Auto

• No Radius Limit
• On / Off Site Area

Transit System

• 10-15 Mile Radius
• In and Off Site

• Regional Employment Center
• Regional Shopping
• Light Rail System

Figure 6.1: Traffic Mode Alternatives
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6.2.3	Integration of Land Use and Circulation

6.2.5	Contribution to Sustainability

The Cordova Hills plan reflects the strong relationship
between land use and transportation. Specifically,
the plan seeks to enhance the potential use of public
transportation and facilitate pedestrian and bicycle
transportation by careful placement of higher
intensity land uses relative to logical, connected
transportation routes. Relatively short travel
encourages walking, bicycling, or NEV use. Transit
routes adjacent to higher density residential uses and
major trip destinations significantly increase the use
of transit as an alternative to private automobiles.

The varied combination of transportation modes
included in this plan will contribute to the overall
sustainability of the Cordova Hills community over
time. Minimized use of automobiles will help reduce
energy demand and greenhouse gas emissions.
Careful design of the road network creates less
pavement area, resulting in reduced heat gain and
conservation of materials. The circulation plan also
includes use of drought tolerant and low maintenance
plant species, inclusion of low impact development
(LID) drainage features, safe and efficient trails,
potential reduction in road improvement costs, and
reduction of impermeable surfaces compared to
conventional development.

The circulation plan also avoids, where feasible,
wetland resources that will be set aside in open
space avoided areas. The primary roadway system
has been carefully designed to provide necessary
traffic circulation while minimizing impacts on the
avoided areas and the number of roads crossing the
linear drainage corridors.
The primary daily trip destinations such as schools,
parks, jobs, shopping and commercial services have
been located such that trips can be consolidated and
the overall number of trips reduced.

6.2.4	Direct Routes and Connectivity
A convenient, reasonably direct, safe, and attractive
route to primary destinations is an important feature
promoting pedestrian and bicycle travel. Pedestrian
and bicycle routes will be separated from traffic, where
feasible, in addition to provision for safe road crossings.
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On-site rock resources available during construction
may be utilized as crushed rock base for roadways,
low stone retaining walls, where feasible, and trench
bedding materials.

6.3	Circulation Plan
Goals and Policies
The following section sets forth Goals and Policies
for mobility, roadways, bicycle and pedestrian
facilities, and an integrated community-wide
transportation system.
GOAL 1:
Provide mobility for current and future residents and
visitors of Sacramento County through “complete
streets” and a balanced and interconnected
transportation system which includes all modes
of travel - transit, automobile, alternative vehicle
technology, pedestrian and bicycling.
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Policies:

Policies:

I-1. Promote complete, pedestrian friendly streets
with access to a diversity of safe and efficient travel
modes for all new land uses within Cordova Hills.

2-1. Plan and construct transportation facilities
as delineated on the Street Master Plan of this
document. Transportation facilities shall be consistent
with the County of Sacramento General Plan
Circulation Element (Amended November 9, 2011),
with the Sacramento County Municipal Services
Agency Improvement Standards and Construction
Specifications, and supplemented by the California
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) design
standards. Cordova Hills design standards deviate
from the adopted County Improvement Standards
and Construction Specifications in circumstances
where local conditions warrant special treatment and
results in more efficient mobility and public safety.

I-2. Promote continued mobility for individuals
whose access to automobile transportation is limited
by age, illness, income, desire, or disability.
I-3. Interconnect travel modes to form an integrated,
coordinated and balanced multi-modal transportation
system, planned and developed consistent with the
land uses to be served.
I-4. Provide multiple transportation choices to link
housing, recreational, employment, commercial,
educational, and social services.
1-5. Establish a comprehensive roadway network based on
a modified grid system, where topography allows.
1-6. Develop a road system that is easily navigated
and sensible to visitors through land use organization,
a clear road hierarchy, road naming systems, and
similar features.
1-7. Properly design local roads through local
residential neighborhoods for connectivity and
slower speeds.
1-8. Increase the number and convenience of transit
opportunities within Cordova Hills by coordinating
land use and potential public transit routes and
transit hubs.
1-9. Provide mixed-use development to enhance trip
capture within Cordova Hills.
GOAL 2:
Provide a balanced and integrated roadway system
that maximizes the mobility of people and goods in
a safe and efficient manner.
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2-2. Collaborate with regional transportation
planning agencies and neighboring jurisdictions to
provide cross jurisdictional mobility.
GOAL 3:
Provide safe, continuous, efficient, integrated,
and accessible bicycle and pedestrian systems that
encourages the use of the bicycle and walking
as viable transportation modes and as a form of
recreation and exercise.
Policies
3-1. Promote the development of a comprehensive,
safe, convenient and accessible bicycle and
pedestrian system that serves and connects Cordova
Hill’s employment, commercial, recreational,
educational, social services, housing and other
transportation modes.
3-2. Construct and maintain bikeways and multiuse trails to minimize conflicts between bicyclists,
pedestrians, and motorists.
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3-3. Collaborate with neighboring jurisdictions
and regional agencies to coordinate planning and
development of the County’s bikeways, pedestrian
facilities and multiuse trails with those of neighboring
jurisdictions, and to support a regional bicycle and
pedestrian network.
3-4. Pursue all available sources of funding for the
development, improvement, and maintenance of
bikeways, pedestrian facilities and multi-use trails, and
to support bicycle and pedestrian safety, education,
encouragement and enforcement programs.

6.4	Circulation Setting
The circulation network in Cordova Hills is influenced
by the surrounding road network, planned road
improvements, and public transit opportunities.

6.4.1	Related Circulation Plans and Programs
The Cordova Hills Street Master Plan is an integral
part of several planning activities throughout the
Sacramento region. These planning activities set the
regional framework for circulation planning within
the Cordova Hills Master Plan.

3-5. Design major trails and significant public spaces
to take advantage of scenic vistas.

Legend
Light Rail
Interstate Highway
Major Road

Figure 6.2: Existing and Planned Regional Circulation in the Vicinity of Cordova Hills
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6.4.2	The Regional Metropolitan
Transportation Plan 2035 (MTP)

6.4.4	The Highway 50 Corridor Mobility
Partnership

The MTP is a long-range plan for transportation
improvements in the greater six-county Sacramento
region. The MTP includes major transportation
improvements that will affect the traffic capacity
of routes serving Cordova Hills.

Highway 50 Corridor landowners have partnered with
local, regional and state government representatives
in a collaborative effort to improve the mobility and
provide new transportation choices in the Highway
50 Corridor.

6.4.3	The Capital South East Connector
The Capital South East Connector is a proposed 35mile roadway spanning from Interstate 5 south of Elk
Grove, to US 50 in El Dorado County, just east of El
Dorado Hills. The Connector will link the cities of Elk
Grove, Rancho Cordova, Folsom, and communities
in El Dorado and Sacramento County.
While still in the planning stages, the Capital South
East Connector Joint Powers Authority (JPA) has
selected Grant Line Road as the preferred route. The
Connector is currently designed to be a four lane
expressway with limited access. The main purpose
of the Connector is to alleviate traffic congestion on
Highway 50, Interstate 5 and State Route 99. This
will allow drivers to bypass downtown Sacramento,
thereby reducing the distance traveled and helping
minimize travel delays.
The Connector may be constructed to an expressway
standard that would limit the number and location
of signalized intersections permitted. Cordova Hills is
planned to have three access points along Grant Line
Road. Each access point will be spaced adequately
at no less than a ½ mile apart. All three access
points with Grant Line Road within Cordova Hills
would initially be constructed as signalized, at grade
intersections, but could be ultimately developed as
grade separated intersections or with a special design
that could be implemented by the Connector JPA.
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Participating jurisdictions currently consist of the
County of Sacramento, County of El Dorado,
City of Folsom, and the City of Rancho Cordova.
Landowners participating in the Coalition consist of
GenCorp, Elliott Homes, AKT, and Carpenter Ranch.
Coordinating agencies involved in the Coalition
consist of Caltrans, Sacramento Area Council of
Government (SACOG), and Sacramento Regional
Transit (RT).
The 50 Mobility Coalition is currently developing
a coordinated transportation plan - including
phasing, funding and implementation strategies
that will reduce congestion and improve mobility
in the Corridor. As part of the transportation plan,
the Coalition has identified roadway transportation
improvements that will significantly improve the
mobility in the Corridor.
The Coalition has obtained approximately 22 million
dollars for roadway expansion and improvements
to White Rock Rd, which was one of the identified
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Legend
Cordova Hills Master Plan Area
Roadway
Light rail
Capital South East Connector Alternative 1
Capital South East Connector Alternative 2
Capital South East Connector Alternative 3
with off corridor trail
Capital South East Connector Alternative 4

Figure 6.3: Local Area Circulation
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roadway improvements. The Coalition is also
currently in the process of developing a regional fee
for these identified roadway improvements. The goal
is for the fee to be adopted by each participating
jurisdiction. The fee proceeds will then be used
to pay for approximately 40% of the identified
roadway improvements costs. Having 40% of the
improvement costs come from new development will
provide leverage in obtaining public funding for the
remaining improvement costs needed. The fee will
be based on new development’s fair share of each
improvement - calculated by estimating the percent
use of each improvement by trips from each of the
fee districts. If the fee is adopted by Sacramento
County, Cordova Hills will be subject to the fee based
on its fair share and residing fee district.
This effort, the first private/public partnership of
its kind in the Sacramento region, is designed to
proactively and comprehensively address the Highway
50 Corridor’s current and growing congestion problem
rather than developing incremental improvements in
a reactive, piecemeal fashion.

6.4.5	Existing and Planned Roads
Cordova Hills is located in an area served by existing
and planned major roads. Existing and planned arterial
streets in or near the project include Grant Line Road,
Rancho Cordova Parkway, Chrysanthy Boulevard,
Douglas Road, Americanos Boulevard, Hwy 16
“Jackson Highway,” Hwy 50, and Kiefer Boulevard.
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6.5	Cordova Hills Street
Master Plan
The Cordova Hills Street Master Plan integrates a
variety of streets configured to provide an adequate
level of service for the planned land use densities
and traffic loads.

6.5.1	Hierarchy of Streets
Major thoroughfares and arterials serve the
commercial,
business-professional,
multi-family
residential uses and the University / College Campus
Center on the west edge of the plan. These roads
transition to smaller collector roads and residential
streets in the eastern portion of the plan.
The following subsections describe the characteristics
and typical cross sections for the street classifications
utilized in Cordova Hills. Some proposed street
sections in the proposed plan do not adhere to
County standards. They have been refined in order
to achieve greater walkability and pedestrian friendly
streets, traffic calming measures, reduction in “heat
island” effect, and character of the community. These
street sections are tailored to meet the specific design
objectives and physical site constraints of the project.
These streets will be approved as special conditions
as part of this Master Plan. Different street widths
may be proposed and approved if the objective of
the proposed right-of-way is consistent with the goals
of the Sacramento County General Plan Circulation
Element. Table 6.1: Cordova Hills Road Summary,
includes the proposed standards for all streets and
landscape corridors.
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6.5.2	Thoroughfares and Arterial Streets

6.5.4	Residential Streets

Cordova Hills will include a diversity of arterial street
types. Four lane thoroughfares will provide primary
access at two (2) locations from Grant Line Road.
These boulevards will extend eastward and transition
to two lane arterial roads as traffic is dispersed
into the Town Center, University / College Campus
Center, University Village, and Ridgeline Village.

Cordova Hills will include two minor residential
street classifications. The typical residential street
with detached sidewalks will be most common
throughout all residential Villages.

Town Center Boulevard is a “signature” street that
differs from the typical arterial streets. This street will
provide a travel lane in each direction. In addition,
there will be on-street parking to serve the high
density residential, retail, and office uses clustered in
the Town Center.
To promote connectivity in Cordova Hills during
the design of the arterial intersections, the
developer shall:
• Evaluate and, where feasible, incorporate design
features that enhance the safety of bicyclists,
pedestrians, NEV operators, and drivers at arterial
street intersections such as described in, but
not limited to the National Association of City
Transportation Officials (NACTO) Urban Bikeway
Design Guidelines.
Figure 6.4: Street Master Plan, illustrates the primary
street network in Cordova Hills.
Table 6.1: Cordova Hills Road Summary summarizes the
street standards applied in the project.

6.5.3	Collector Streets
Collector streets are the primary internal circulation
network within Villages that connect the local
residential streets to the arterial streets. The Cordova
Hills Plan utilizes relatively few collector streets, but
relies instead on a series of local residential streets
to disperse traffic and provide multiple routes for
pedestrians and bicyclists.
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The low density estate residential areas in the east
portion of the plan will have a semi-rural character
with narrower streets with sidewalks located at the
back of curb, if utilized at all.

6.5.5	Street Sections
Table 6.1: Cordova Hills Road Summary contains
dimensions and features of the street sections
applied to the Plan Area. Appendix A illustrates
the street sections applied to the Plan Area. These
street sections shall be used in the design of
individual development projects within the Master
Plan. Deviations from these standards may be made
due to site constraints, unique housing type or other
considerations. Any proposed deviations should be
submitted with individual development projects and
reviewed by County staff.
Street Sections shown in Appendix A include
required Public Utility & Public Facility (PUPF)
easements along road right-of-way. Development
standards in Chapter 4 of this Plan show some front
yard and corner side yard setbacks that are less than
the width of PUPF easements shown in the street
sections. In cases where an individual development
project proposes yard setbacks that are less than
the width of PUPF easements shown in these street
sections, a request for reduced PUPF width shall be
included with application for tentative subdivision
map or development plan review.

6.5.6	Alleys
With respect to alleys, there are a number of
access drive types including true alleys, stub
alleys, motor court isles, drive isles, and shared
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Table 6.1: Cordova Hills Road Summary*
KEY

Description

Lanes

NEV/
Bike
Lane

Speed
Limit

Compact

Median

Class 2
Bike

Trail/
Path/
Sidewalk

Parking

LID

Half
Street

Half
Landscape
/ PUPF

Total ROW
Section (4)

4A

Arterial w/ NEV/
bike

4

yes,
8’ (1)

45

yes

24’

NEV/bike

10’

no

no

46.5’

28’

93’ full

4B-1

Arterial- North
Loop Preserve

4

yes, 8’

45

yes

16’

NEV/bike

10’

no

no

42.5’

21’

85’ full

4B-2

Arterial w/
NEV/bike @ OS
Crossing

4

yes, 8’

45

yes

16’

NEV/bike

8’

no

no

51.5’

no

103’ full

4C

ArterialChrysanthy Blvd
Extension

4

no

45

no

14’

yes, 5’

10’

no

10’

38’

28’

76’ full

4E

Arterial- w/ NEV/
bike- no parking

4

yes, 8’

45

yes

14’

NEV/bike

6’

no

9’

41’

23’

82’ full

NEV

2A-1

Collector
Residential

2

no

35

(2)

yes

no

yes, 5’

6’

yes

8’

24’

24’

48’ full

2A-2

Collector
ResidentialDivided Option

2

no

35

(2)

yes

12’

yes, 5’

6’

yes

8’

30’

24’

60’ full

2A-3

Collector w/ NEV/
bike- optional
4 lane

2

yes, 8’

45

yes

24’

NEV/bike

10’

no

8’

46.5’

28’

93’ full

2A-4

Collector- School
Frontage Divided

2

no

35 (2)

yes

22’

yes, 5’

6’ & 8’

no

8’

31’

24’ & 26’

62’ full

2B-1

Collector Town
Center- Divided
No Prkg

2

no

35 (2)

yes

14’

yes, 5’

10’

no

8’

27’

28’

54’ full

2B-2

Collector Town
Center- Central

2

no

35 (2)

yes

14’

yes, 5’

10’

yes

no

31’

16’

62’ full

2C-1

Collector- Paseo
Central- East

2

no

35

(2)

yes

14’

yes, 6’

6’

no

9’

28’

23’

28’ half

2C-2

Collector- Paseo
Central- West

2

no

35

(2)

yes

14’

yes, 6’

10’

pockets

swale

28’

13’

28’ half

Collector Ridgeline Village

2

no

35

(2)

yes

no

yes, 5’&6’

10’

no

10’

17.5’/19’

10’ & 13’

36.5’ full

Primary Residential

2D
2E -1

2

no

30

yes

no

no

5’

yes

8’

19’

23’

38’ full

Primary
ResidentialDivided Option

2

no

30

yes

12’

no

5’

yes

8’

25’

23’

50’ full

2F

Primary @ School/
Park Frontage

2

no

25

yes

no

yes, 5’

yes

no

24’

21’

24’ half

2G-1

Minor ResidentialDetached Walk

2

no

25

yes

no

no

5’

yes

8’

16’

23’

32’ full

2G-2

Minor ResidentialAttached Walk

2

no

25

yes

no

no

5’

yes

no

16’

18’

32’ full

2H

Minor ResidentialEstates Village

2

no

25

yes

no

no

no

no

8’

24’

13’

48’ full

2TC-1

TC Main StreetParallel Parking

2

no

25

yes

optional

no

10’

parallel

no

23’

16’

46’ full

2TC-2

TC Main StreetDiagonal Parking

2

no

25

yes

optional

no

10’

diagonal

no

36’

16’

72’ full

Alley, Option #1

2

no

15

no

no

no

no

no

no

12’

4’

24’ full

2E -2

A-1

8’

(3)

NOTES:
* See actual Street Sections for more information.
(1) Reduced to 6’ bike only, west of Town Center Blvd.
(2) Posted speed reduced from 40 to 35 mph to allow on-street NEV.
(3) 6 foot walk along parks frontage.
(4) Full or half section width shown as used in land use plan.
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driveways. Width, materials, and facilities within
a private access drive will vary depending on the
housing type, needed underground utilities, and site
design. Individual development projects within the
Plan area will need to include proposals for private
access drives with each development application.
Sacramento County has prepared a series of draft
access drive section guidelines including possible
underground wet and dry utilities. These guidelines
should be considered in projects proposing private
access drives.
Several residential product types throughout
Cordova Hills including alley loaded, courtyard, and
motorcourt configurations will utilize a rear alley for
garage access, rather than a conventional, “front
loaded,” local residential street.

6.5.7	Connectivity
Cordova Hills is intended to include a high degree
of connectivity. Connectivity is a measurement of
the vehicular, pedestrian and bicycle connections

and directness of the road or trail. A well-connected
network will have many short links, numerous vehicular
or pedestrian route intersections and few dead-ends;
the more intersections, the greater the connectivity. The
connectivity index for Cordova Hills neighborhoods is 140
intersections (pedestrian or vehicular) per square mile
except where topography precludes connections and in
the Estate Village. This criteria is based on USGBC’s LEED
for Neighborhood Development requirements.
All development will be designed to minimize barriers
to pedestrian access and interconnectivity. Passages
shall be provided through physical barriers such
as walls, berms, landscaping and slopes between
residential and non-residential uses that would impede
bicycle or pedestrian circulation. All development will
be required to connect to the planned bicycle routes.
Barriers to pedestrian access between neighborhoods
shall be minimized. All community pedestrian paths and
bikeways will connect to the commercial and mixeduse areas within Cordova Hills. In all cases, commercial
uses shall provide a walkway from the adjacent parking
area and from the bikeway to the primary façade of
the main building.

6.6	Traffic Calming Measures
Collector and residential streets will include traffic
calming devices to slow traffic and discourage “cutthrough,” non-resident traffic in neighborhoods.
Some of these measures provide shorter crossing
distances at intersections, thereby enhancing the
pedestrian experience and encouraging people to
walk for many routine daily errands and recreation.

Legend

Connectivity Example

Pedestrian Connection
Vehicular Connection
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6.6.1	Traffic Circles and Roundabouts
Traffic circles and roundabouts may be located
at selected intersections of arterial, collector, and
primary residential streets and may include multilane designs. The specific design of these features
will vary depending on the local street configurations
and therefore the design will be included in the
tentative subdivision map and final map for the
affected subdivision. Refer to Figure 6.5.

6.6.2	Intersection Bulb-outs and Lane
Width Restrictions
Bulb-outs and lane width restrictions may be used at
residential street intersections to slow traffic within
neighborhoods. The location and specific design
of these features will be addressed in the Tentative
Subdivision Map and Final Map for the affected
neighborhood. Such features are not mandatory

Figure 6.5: Typical Traffic Circle
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and will be included at the discretion of the project
applicant with the approval of the Director of County
Transportation. Refer to Figure 6.6.

6.6.3	Other Traffic Calming Measures
Other measures, such as center islands, diverters,
median barriers, speed humps and tables may
potentially be used in Cordova Hills; however, such
measures are to be included as part of an overall
traffic control strategy integrated in the small lot
Tentative Map rather than remedial solutions to
mitigate poor street design at a later date. Refer to
Table 6.2, Traffic Calming Devices and Techniques,
which illustrates a comprehensive range of traffic
calming devices, including traffic circles and traffic
bulbs, previously discussed, that can be implemented
at the time of small lot Tentative Map.

Figure 6.6: Typical Traffic Bulb
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Table 6.2: Traffic Calming Devices and Techniques
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Devices and Techniques

Descriptions

Bike Lanes

A portion of a roadway which has been designated by striping,
signing, and pavement markings for the preferential or exclusive
use of bicyclists.

Bulbouts
Neckdowns
Chokers

Curb extensions at intersections that reduce curb-to-curb roadway
travel lane widths.

Center Islands

Raised islands located along the centerline of a roadway that
narrow the width at that location.

Chicanes
Lateral Shifts

Curb extensions that alternate from one side of the roadway to the
other, forming s-shaped curves.

Closures (Cul-de-sacs)

Barriers placed across roadways to completely close through
vehicle traffic.

Diverters

Barriers placed diagonally across an intersection, blocking certain
movements.

Education

Instructions given to the residents on safe on-street vehicle travel.

Forced Turn Lanes

Raised islands located on approaches to an intersection that block
certain movements.

Pictures
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Table 6.2: Traffic Calming Devices and Techniques (Continued)

Median Barriers

Raised islands located along the centerline of a roadway and
continuing through an intersection to block cross traffic.

Police Enforcement

Involve employing the services of law enforcement agencies to
impose the local safe vehicle laws, including those for posted
speeds and traffic signal/signs.

Realigned Intersections

Changes in alignments that convert T-intersections with straight
approaches into curving roadways meeting at right angles.

Roundabouts

Barriers placed in the middle of an intersection, directing all traffic
in the same direction.

Speed Humps

Rounded raised pavement devices placed across roadways to slow
and/or discourage traffic

Speed Tables
Textured Pavement
Raised Crossings

Flat-topped speed humps often constructed with a brick or other
textured material to slow traffic

Traffic Circles

Barriers placed in the middle of an intersection, directing all traffic
in the same direction. Usually larger than roundabouts.

From
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6.7	Neighborhood Electric
Vehicle (NEV) Introduction
Neighborhood Electric Vehicles (NEVs) offer short
range (typically up to 40 miles between charges)
and low speed (25 to 35 mph) transportation that
is well suited to local community trips for shopping,
socializing, recreation, and many other common
errands that make up the majority of daily activities
outside the home.

NEVs will primarily be privately owned vehicles and
individual households will make the decision to
acquire and use a NEV. NEVs may be provided by
the operator of other programs such as ride-sharing
or short term rentals.
The NEV program involves providing a setting in
which the use of an NEV is a logical, economical
choice for residents. The plan will provide suitable
roads and intersections, dedicated parking and
charging stations at destination land uses to enable
residents to use NEVs, but the plan does not include
a program to provide NEVs to individuals. The
Cordova Hills NEV program emphasizes infrastructure
design and land use.

6.7.2	Summary of Benefits
The use of NEVs will create the following benefits
to the community compared to use of conventional
automobiles for the same trips.

Conceptual Alternative Vehicle
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• Reduced use of and reliance on oil for transportation.
• Reduced green house gas emissions.

6.7.1	NEV Project Concept

• Reduced air pollution precursors.

A fundamental guiding principle for Cordova Hills is
the application of practical, diverse technologies that
conserve and manage resources over time. The Cordova
Hills community will develop over a period when new
technologies for transportation, energy conservation,
and communication will become available. The
Cordova Hills proponents intend that the community
design be flexible to apply new technologies as they
become proven, and thereby accelerate the adoption
of technologies. For example, the innovative arterial
street network can accommodate NEVs and bicycles as
well as automobiles.

• Reduced parking area requirements at destinations
and at multi-family residential uses.
• Reduced lane width could result in lower costs
for roads; both initial construction and long
term maintenance.
• Increased and dispersed energy storage capacity
in the batteries of individual vehicles.
• Ability to charge batteries at night and throughout
the day, thereby moderating peak energy loads.
• Ability to charge from dispersed, low power
energy sources, such as photo voltaic arrays and
hydrogen fuel cells.
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• Quieter streets that require less use of sound walls
to protect residential areas, and are generally
more pleasant.
The use of NEVs includes the following benefits to
individuals and households:
• Lower purchase cost will reduce overall household
expenses, leaving more discretionary income for
housing, food, education and other household needs.
• Lower operating cost per mile.
• Lower speed, limited range vehicles have lower
insurance costs.
• Fewer mechanical systems that result in lower
repair and replacement costs.
• Quiet operation.
• Easily charged at home with standard 110-volt outlet.
• NEV transportation will provide continued
mobility and independence to aging or disabled
drivers, allowing them to access local community
businesses, medical centers, and visit friends.

6.7.3 Plan Area Site Conditions
The use of NEVs in Cordova Hills is influenced by
the site conditions and proposed land use. The key
factors are summarized as follows.

6.7.3.1	Scale of the Community
Cordova Hills is a favorable size to support extensive
use of NEVs. At approximately three miles from
west to east and north to south, the project site is
large enough to include most land uses that support
daily needs for shopping, entertainment, recreation,
housing, significant employment opportunities, and
diverse housing opportunities. Yet, the scale of the
community is small enough to allow residents to drive
from one end to the other in a convenient time.
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6.7.3.2	Convenient Location of Shopping and
Services
Cordova Hills will include a Town Center Village that
provides the major shopping, entertainment and
employment district for the community. Located at
the west edge of the community adjacent to Grant
Line Road, the Town Center will be a hub for all
transportation, including future transit opportunities
along Grant Line Road and to the west along
Chrysanthy Boulevard. NEVs will be able to travel
to and within the Town Center on roads posted at
35 mph or less, or along roads with dedicated NEV
lanes incorporated in the cross section. Parking
areas scaled to NEVs will be conveniently located at
major destinations in the Town Center, including a
transit hub as described in Chapter 4.
Cordova Hills also includes three neighborhood
commercial Village centers: University Village, East
Valley Village, and Ridgeline Village. Each of these
Village centers will include a mix of shopping, services,
entertainment, and employment opportunities. The
character of each Village center will vary from the
others depending on the mix of residential uses
around them. The University Village, for example,
will tend to provide smaller shops, informal dining,
and services catering to the University / College
Campus Center population.
All of the Village centers are within approximately
one-quarter to one-half mile walk of the
neighborhood market area and are easily accessible
from the surrounding street grid. Refer to subsection 6.11.1: Residential Proximity to Shopping,
Schools, Transit, and Parks. They will provide parking
dedicated to NEVs close to the primary destination
to encourage NEV use. Parking credit ratio for NEV
parking stalls to regular parking stalls is 1:1.
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6.7.3.4	University / College Campus Center
The University / College Campus Center will create
an unusual opportunity for use of NEVs within the
campus as well as to the Town Center and University
Village. The Campus Center will also be an attractive
destination for residents attending classes and events
on campus.
The Campus Center will also generate demand for
ridesharing and/or short term car rental programs
such as ZipCar and Zimride, discussed in Section
5.3.3, and 6.8.1. Such programs could use a
variety of vehicle types, but NEVs would provide a
suitable alternative.

6.7.3.5	Terrain
The Cordova Hills site is hilly and will include streets
with grades between 3 and 5 percent. In older
golf course communities where golf carts have
been the primary alternative to automobiles use the
relatively lower ability of battery powered vehicles
to climb hills has resulted in greater use of gas
powered vehicles. However, some NEV models are
successfully operated in the streets of San Francisco.
Some newer models of NEV advertise the ability to
climb 30% slopes which would be a challenge for
most conventional automobiles. (Verdek-EV 2010)

6.7.4	Key Issues for NEV Use in the
Cordova Hills Community
Cordova Hills will be developed during a time of
change. New technologies in transportation and
communications will influence the choices individuals
make in selecting their daily means of transportation.
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The challenge for new community plans is to
accommodate conventional automobile travel while
setting the stage for transitioning to an alternative
system. Automobiles will continue to be a primary
mode of transportation, but new communities must
be planned to also facilitate and encourage the use
of transportation alternatives.
As electric vehicles improve in both speed and range,
the difference between a NEV limited to 25 miles per
hour and a fully capable electric car will diminish. At
some point the NEV could be replaced by another
class of electric (or other powered) vehicle that is
not limited to certain speeds. Consequently, one
of the key design challenges for Cordova Hills is to
design a road network that will enable NEV travel
throughout the community, and then to transition
at some uncertain time in the future to another
street configuration that may involve more or fewer
lanes suited to low speed, lighter vehicles, or to no
limitations on any lanes.

6.7.5	Cordova Hills NEV Route System
Cordova Hills is designed specifically to accommodate
NEV operation throughout the community’s road
network. NEV operation will occur entirely on
streets. No off-street routes are provided other than
driveways on private lands.

6.7.5.1 Master Routing Plan
The Cordova Hills street system is a modified grid that
connects all portions of the community to the Town
Center via two main east-west corridors. A grid of
collector streets extends out from these corridors
to the north and south and fills in the center of the
community. Within these collectors a finer grid of
local streets will connect homes to the parks, schools,
local Village commercial centers, larger collector
streets, and pedestrian / bicycle network.
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Figure 6.7: Master NEV Routing Plan, illustrates the
NEV network for operation and highlights the street
segments that include a dedicated NEV lane. NEV
operation is also allowed on local residential streets
not illustrated in this figure.

6.7.5.2	Streets
Most streets in Cordova Hills will allow the use of
NEVs with the exception of those segments of that
are west of Town Center Boulevard. The local street
system in Cordova Hills is designed to accommodate
both alternative vehicles and conventional cars. The
routes of local residential streets are relatively direct
and provide good connectivity from residences to
community facilities and commercial areas.
All streets in Cordova Hills, except those identified as
arterial streets in the NEV Routes Master Plan (Figure
6.7) are designed for 35 mph maximum speed, and
allow use of NEVs. Those arterial street sections
that operate at higher than 35 mph will include a
dedicated lane to allow NEVs to operate in all areas
of the community.

6.7.5.3 Bike and NEV Lanes
NEV, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities will interface
on the minor residential, primary residential, and
collector streets within the Cordova Hills. These
include Sections 4A, 4B, 4D, 4E, and 2A-3. These
streets will be designated with appropriate signage
alerting residents to the shared use function of the
street and/or separated NEV lanes where necessary.

6.7.5.4	Signs and Pavement Markings
Signs indicating that Cordova Hills is a community
where NEVs are common may be placed along
streets entering the Plan Area.
Placement of a NEV lane symbol sign will be located
at the beginning of each designated NEV lane on
arterial streets, at all major changes in direction, at
the far side of collector street intersections, and at a
maximum of one-half mile intervals. The sign should
utilize the NEV symbol.
Placement of the combination NEV/bike lane sign
will be located on NEV lanes where a Class II Bike
Lane is also provided. The sign should utilize the
NEV symbol.

6.7.5.5	Traffic Calming Measures
Traffic calming measures will ensure that all roads,
except the arterial streets operate at maximum
speeds of 35 mph, thereby facilitating the use of
NEVs. Speed bumps, humps and tables may be
used in Cordova Hills; however, such measures are
to be included as part of an overall traffic control
strategy integrated in the Tentative Subdivision Map
rather than remedial solutions to mitigate poor
street design at a later date. Refer to Section 6.6 of
this Chapter for more detail on the proposed traffic
calming measures.

Bicycles will be allowed to use the NEV lanes on
arterial streets, but a separate multi-use trail will be
located in the corridor adjacent to the street where a
dedicated NEV lane is included.
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Legend
NEVs not Permitted
Arterial Street/no
parking with NEV
Lane
Streets with 35 MPH
or Less Posted
Note: NEV’s are allowed on all minor residential streets (not shown)
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Figure 6.7: Master NEV Routing Plan
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6.8	NEV Coordination with
Other Transportation
Modes
NEVs may be a component of car sharing/ ridesharing
programs and may be coordinated with public transit
stations. Please refer to the Cordova Hills Transit
Plan, Section 6.12.

6.8.1	Car Sharing Opportunities
The short range, low speed characteristics of NEVs are
particularly well suited to ride sharing and short term
rental programs designed to serve well defined areas,
such as a master planned community. The following are
programs that could be implemented by the community
through a CHCSA or Transit Management Association,
non-profit organizations, private for-profit enterprises,
or any combination of these.

6.8.1.1	Short Term Rental
Short term rental programs involve dispersing a fleet
of vehicles in small groups around a community.
Individuals who subscribe to the program pay a fee
for access to the vehicles and can take a vehicle at
any of the locations and leave the vehicle at another,
thereby eliminating the need to return the vehicle
to the original location. Subscribers can eliminate
the need for a personal vehicle for short-range trips
within the community.
Such programs have been successful on college
campuses and in urban communities throughout the
country. “ZipCar” is the most prominent example.
In a community such as Cordova Hills the use of NEVs
in a “ZipCar” like program would offer the advantage
of small vehicles that can be distributed in several
convenient locations. The small size would make it
easier to locate a small distribution lot in a number of
places. Charging stations at the distribution locations
would enable periodic recharging throughout the day.
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6.8.1.2	Ride Sharing Programs
Ride sharing programs could also make use of NEVs,
either as private vehicles, or in a short term rental
program as described above. At the simplest level,
ride sharing would occur as it always has: friends,
co-workers, or neighbors informally sharing a vehicle
to a common destination. The availability of new
communications technology combined with GPS
tracking ability and the NEVs in a short term rental
program opens a new potential for vehicle sharing
on a much broader scale, particularly in a college
community. Zimride, a ridesharing program on many
University and college campuses, is a Facebook
application to find one-time rides or create a carpool
with fellow Facebook users.
With a subscriber short term rental program as
described above, individual subscribers could identify
the locations of available vehicles via a GPS locator,
plan a trip, and reserve a vehicle for a specific
time. Using a program on one of the smart phone
applications such as “Zimride,” the person could
then publish a notice of a rideshare opportunity to
a select list of subscribers and thereby share the
expense of the trip. There are obvious issues of
safety and security in broadcasting one’s location
and time of travel, as well as inviting others to join in
the ride, but presumably these can be managed by
controlling the distribution of the message and by
monitoring the interaction among users.
In addition to sharing NEVs for short trips, the NEVs
can also serve as “station cars” to take people to
a park-and-ride lot where they would transfer to
a car pool for a commute to a distant job center,
shopping, recreation, or cultural event.
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6.8.2	Coordination with Public Transit
Opportunities
NEVs are particularly well suited to function as
station cars for those who use public transit. The
advantages of NEVs include:
• The small vehicles can be parked in compact areas
near a transit station.
• Charging facilities can be provided at the stations
to charge the vehicles while parked.
• The travel distance of 3 to 4 miles to a transit
station or park-and-ride lot is well within the travel
range of NEVs.
NEVs would be a logical vehicle for one or two
persons to drive to a transit hub in the planned Town
Center Village, where a transit connection would
convey them to the light rail station at Mather Field
Road or Sunrise Boulevard, or to a station along the
City of Rancho Cordova’s Signature Route on Rancho
Cordova Parkway.

6.9	Streetscape Landscaping
The landscaping concept for medians and corridors
along arterial roadways will typically feature informal
tree and shrub massing grouped in compatible
plant communities and include special low impact
development (LID) features as illustrated in Figures
6.8(a) and 6.8(b).
Plant communities will transition from a more
traditional streetscape planting scheme in the
landscape corridors adjacent to the development
parcels to a lower profile planting palette with more
grasses adjacent to open space.
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Streetscape design will include unique, low impact
development (LID) drainage features in the street
section while incorporating low, dry-stacked boulder
walls to support larger plant material in the LID, as
illustrated in Figures 6.8(a) and 6.8(b) The portion of
the four lane major arterial adjacent to the University/
College Campus Center will have a unique LID
feature and landscape treatment providing a visual
transition to the adjacent open space to the north
and the Campus Center to the south.
All streetscape landscaping design along roadways
and a intersections shall conform with County
Standards for sight line and stopping distance
requirements and the height restriction requirements
for plant materials along the street and in parkways.
For more information about streetscapes see
Section 4.15

6.10	Emergency
Response Routes
The major street routes in Cordova Hills are generally
constrained by natural open space areas that act
as a barrier to connectivity. Thus, the routes for
emergency response are more constrained than they
might otherwise be in a master planned community
of this size and configuration. However, major streets
in Cordova Hills are aligned in a modified grid such
that all portions of the project are typically not more
than one half (1/2) mile from a major street. Interior
streets, including collector streets and primary
residential streets provide relatively direct emergency
access to the center of each neighborhood.
Open space areas are directly accessible in most instances
from a public street that abuts the open space.
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Figure 6.8 (a): Streetscape Concepts for Street Sections 4A-1, 6B-1 and 6B-2
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Figure 6.8 (b): Streetscape Concepts for Street Sections 4B and 4A-3
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6.11 Pedestrian and Bike
Trails and Paseos
Cordova Hills will create an extensive, integrated
system of non-vehicular circulation consisting
of sidewalks, pedestrian and bicycle trails, and
neighborhood paseos. This network will provide
multiple routes for diverse, convenient, and
interesting connections between all parts of the
community, including the residential neighborhoods,
commercial centers, schools, and recreational
destinations. Figure 6.10 Master Bike and Pedestrian
Trail Circulation System, illustrates the linkages
throughout the community.
The University / College Campus Center will be
a pedestrian and bike friendly component of the
Cordova Hills community. Trails within the campus
will connect to the community wide trail network
and to the regional trail network to provide access
for the students, faculty and staff to the retail,
entertainment, and services in the Town Center, and
to the extensive open space areas near the campus.
The trail network serves three primary functions.
First, the network provides ample, convenient
opportunities for residents to get out and bicycle
or walk throughout the community for recreation
and exercise. The network is designed to provide a
multitude of interconnected loops so that residents
can choose from a variety of routes of different
lengths and destinations.

Second, the network is designed to provide safe,
convenient and reasonably direct routes from
neighborhoods to the primary destinations within
the community, the shopping and entertainment
centers, and the schools, parks, and Village centers.
By providing a convenient alternative it is intended
that residents will opt for walking or bicycling rather
than using a vehicle for a portion of their daily trips.
Third, portions of the trail network will serve as a
significant link in a future regional trail system,
linking to the proposed Laguna Creek trail system to
the Deer Creek Trail systems.

6.11.1	Residential Proximity to Shopping,
Schools, Transit and Parks
In addition to creation of an integrated, extensive
pedestrian trail network for Cordova Hills, a key
goal of the land plan was to locate key services and
community focal points within close proximity of all
homes, accessible by pedestrian trail.
Table 6.3 Proximity to Services, summarizes the
number of homes in Cordova Hills within a ¼ to ½
mile radius of parks, transit, schools and shopping.
It clearly indicates a very high percentage of homes
in the community within a short walking distance of
these services.
Figures 6.9a through 6.9d illustrate the high
percentage of community homes in Cordova Hills
that will be located with a ¼ to ½ mile walk of key
community services.

Table 6.3: Proximity to Services
Total Units

Proximity

Percentage Homes
within Proximity

8,000

1/4 mile

100%

Transit

7,540

1/2 mile

94%

Schools

6,985

1/2 mile

87%

Shopping

6,720

1/2 mile

84%

Land Use Category
Parks/Paseos/Recreation
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Figure 6.9 a: Proximity to Retail / Entertainment
Note: 84% of homes are within a 1/2 mile of retail
and entertainment
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Figure 6.9 b: Proximity to Transit
Note: 94% of homes are within a 1/2 mile of the
internal shuttle route
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Figure 6.9 c: Proximity to Parks and Open space
Note: 100% of homes are within a 1/4 mile of
Parks, open space, and trails
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Figure 6.9 d: Proximity to Schools
Note: 87% of homes are within a 1/2 mile of a school
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6.11.2	Internal Pedestrian and Bike Trail
Network
The community pedestrian and bike network will
consist of formal sidewalks along streets in various
widths and configurations, a Class II bike trail
system, 10’ multi use trails and, a secondary bike
and pedestrian paseo system. The edges of open
space areas are directly accessible at the perimeter
of the avoided areas. A resident will not have to
walk more than approximately ¼ mile on a street
sidewalk to reach a segment of the trail network/
recreational opportunity.
The Cordova Hills Trail network includes:
• A total of 74.7 miles of on and off-street Class II
bike lanes, trails and paseos consisting of:
• 27.6 miles of on-street Class II Village and
community bicycle trails.
• 22.3 Miles of Off-Street Trails (Refer to Figure
6.11 a and b: 10’ Multi-Use Trails).
• 4.8 Miles of University / College Campus
Center Trails.
• One (1) pedestrian bridge, one (1) pedestrian
underpass (conceptual), and three (3) vehicular
bridges with a trail underpass .
• 20 miles of Paseos (estimated and exact
quantities/locations will be determined at
small lot tentative map design).
At convenient intervals, all trails will include stopping
places that provide shade, seating and a visual
focal point, such as a small landscaped area, water
feature, or interpretive signage. In some instances
the stopping place would be specifically located
to provide a view to hilltop landmarks scattered
throughout the community, to the distant mountains,
or to other visual points of interest.
The entire trail network will be signed to indicate the
location along a primary route, the distance to the
next major destination, and interpretive description
of the primary view, where appropriate.
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6.11.2.1	East/West Community Trail
A major component of the Cordova Hills trail network
is the east/west Community Trail which extends
3 miles from the Estates area at the eastern edge of
Cordova Hills to the Town Center at the western edge
of the community. Park and open space “destinations”
are integrated within the east/west alignment. (Refer
to Figure 6.10: Trails Plan) Beginning in the east, the
Community Trail extends westward through primarily
low density residential to the Community Park in East
Valley. This link will intersect the north / south ridgeline
trail west of the estates. The trail experience will be
more passive in nature, with adjacency to landscaped
slopes and residential side yards.
From the Community Park, the trail will extend
westward to another 5.3-acre neighborhood park
destination atop the east bank of the Paseo Central.
This trail segment is more linear in nature, reflecting
the medium and higher density housing adjacent to
the north and south edges of the trail. From the
neighborhood park, a pedestrian bridge extends
west over the Paseo Central to the west bank of
the creek, to another trail segment extending west
to the Main Avoided Area. This trail segment will
interface with low and medium density areas.
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Legend

Figure 6.10: Trails Plan
Proposed Regional Trail (by others)
East West Community Trail
Class II Bicycle Lane
(On-Street) (Approx. 27.3 miles)
Off Street 10’ Multi-Use Trails
(Approximately 22.1 Miles)
10’ Multi-Use Trails Through Main
Avoided Area (On Grade) (Approx. .4
miles) Note: See resource Chapter for
avoidance trail cross section
University / College Campus Center
(Approx. 4.8 miles)
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Pedestrian / Bicycle Bridge
Pedestrian Underpass
Potential Future Connection to Existing
and Future Off-Site Trails
Vehicular Bridge with Trail Underpass
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themed lighting as required

2’

Varied Landscape

10’ Paved Bicycle trail

2’

Varied Landscape

D.G.
shoulder

D.G.
shoulder

Figure 6.11 a: 10’ Multi-Use Trail

Note: Occurs adjacent to open space and non-formal landscaping

themed lighting as required

Varied Landscape
Note: Occurs adjacent to formal landscaping
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10’ Paved Bicycle Trail

Varied Landscape

Figure 6.11 b: Multi-Use Trail (no DG shoulders)
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Beginning on the east side of the Main Avoided Area,
a special Community Trail segment will extend over
the Main Avoided Area westward to the Town Center.
Refer to Figures 7.3 a-k. This portion of the overall
trail will have the longest uninterrupted experience of
the vernal pool resource. From the western terminus
of this trail segment, another pedestrian trail will lead
westward through the Town Center to the Town
Center Park and Elementary school.

6.11.2.1	Safe Routes to School
The local street and pedestrian network in Cordova
Hills is designed to facilitate walking to school from
home. The schools are adjacent to collector, primary
residential, or local streets that provide a safe,
direct, and convenient route to school. Major street
crossings will be avoided as much as possible.

6.11.2.2	Sidewalks and Bikeways Adjacent to
Commercial Uses
The community pedestrian trails will connect to
all of the commercial and mixed-use areas within
Cordova Hills. In all cases the commercial use will
provide a walkway from the adjacent parking area
and from the bikeway to the primary facade of the
main building.

6.11.2.3 Pedestrian Trails and Bikeways in and
Adjacent to Open Space Corridors
Within Cordova Hills the trail network will consist
of a 10’ Multi-Use trails, paseos, and on-street
designated bike lanes.

6.11.2.4	Regional Trail Linkages
Cordova Hills is well located to provide a major
connection and enhancement to the regional trail
system that will connect to the American River Bike
Trail at Lake Natomas and a future trail along Deer
Creek to the Cosumnes River.

Legend
Cordova Hills Trail System
Laguna Creek Trail System

Figure 6.12: Potential Links to Conceptual Regional Bike Trail System
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The trail network would connect across Grant Line
Road to the Upper Laguna Creek Trail System. A
branch of this trail would extend southwest along
the Laguna Creek system to Stone Lake along the
Sacramento River. A second branch would extend
west and connect to a bike trail along a tributary to
Laguna Creek and would connect to the Folsom South
Canal Bike Trail near Kiefer Road. This trail extends
and connects to the American River Bike Trail.

6.11.3 Paseos
Paseos include a variety of small pedestrian and bike
routes not located adjacent to streets, and are a major
component of the pedestrian and bike connectivity
throughout the plan as discussed in Section 6.5.7 of
this chapter.
The local street system is designed to give dominance
to local paseos and major pedestrian trails. In
neighborhood design the priority is given to pedestrian
and bike circulation rather than vehicles. Consequently,
the new urbanist approach to pedestrian circulation
that relies primarily on local streets is supplanted by a
system that emphasizes pedestrian routes over streets.
As illustrated in the Conceptual Pedestrian Paseo
Linkage graphic this means that streets will give way to
pedestrian routes. Paseos will be dispersed throughout
the Villages providing connections between the
neighborhoods and the 10-foot multi-use trails found
in linear parks, natural open space, drainage ways, or
linear detention and water quality swales.

The Paseos are not defined at this point in time and
will be determined during the design of small lot
tentative maps. It is estimated there will be 20 miles
of paseos throughout Cordova Hills.
Based on a connectivity standard of 140 intersections
noted previously in this chapter, it is estimated there
will be approximately 20 miles of paseos. The design
criteria for paseos include the following:
• Paseos shall be designed in concert with
the street network to ensure pedestrian and
bike connectivity.
• Paseos shall be provided in at least 90% of the culde-sacs to connect to adjacent streets, and trails.
• Paseos are encouraged to be 20 feet wide with 6 to
8 feet of paving and 12 to 14 feet of landscaping.
• Where walls are required along arterial and collector
streets, a paseo connection shall be provided to
allow relatively direct routes between the adjacent
neighborhood or destination and the street.
• Paseos design will depend on location, gradient,
cross slope, nearby land uses, and primary
destination for a particular route. Design details
will be established at the Tentative Maps process.

Paseos may also be connected to parks, schools and
commercial areas and a major component of the
pedestrian and bikeway connectivity through the plan
addressed in Section 6.5.7. Paseos should provide
reasonably direct connections that link all commercial
uses, schools, and neighborhoods and 10-foot multiuse trails and paseos. Paseos should be reasonably
direct and provide the shortest practical distance
between destinations.

Conceptual Pedestrian Paseo Linkage
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• Paseos should be generally visible from nearby
street and homes along the route.
• Paseos shall include trees for shading where
practical and be landscaped in a manner consistent
with the adjacent use.

6.11.4	Trail/Paseo Lighting Guide
The entire internal trail network in Cordova Hills
will be lighted, to enhance, security and public
safety. Lighting levels will vary depending on local
trail use, site conditions, and adjacencies, and any
potential land use impacts (i.e. adjacent residential
or commercial use). Conceptual trail lighting for the
trail network will generally consist of the following:
• Class II (on-street bicycle lanes): Lanes will be
lighted with arterial, collector or local street lighting
systems, per the applicable street design standards.
• Off-Street Multi-Use Trail – Lighting will be provided
for public safety at trail intersections, entrances to
facilities or major use areas, parks/recreation. Some
“spill over” of light from adjacent uses can be
anticipated, to add to the overall lighting effect.
• Paseos: Lighting will be provided for public safety
at paseo intersections, entrances to facilities
or major use areas, parks/recreation. Some
“spill over” of light from adjacent uses can be
anticipated, to add to the overall lighting effect.
In general, security lighting in off-street trails will
be low-level in design, in keeping with the desired,
overall passive open space aesthetics and character.
Trail lighting within or adjacent to Avoided Areas
shall be designed and maintained consistent with
the requirements of the applicable environmental
agency and South Sacramento Habitat Conservation
Plan (SSHCP).
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6.12	Transit Plan
Cordova Hills proposes including a local transit shuttle
system consisting of two distinct, but coordinated
routes. An internal route will operate around a loop
within Cordova Hills. An external loop will provide
a connection to the Mather/Mills LRT station. The
loops can operate independently with a transfer hub
in the Cordova Hills Town Center, but the routes
are coordinated so that they can operate as a single
continuous route with no transfer required.
The planned system would feed to Sacramento
Regional Transit (RT) system, but would not be part
of RT. The Cordova Hills system would be operated
by a service operator under contract to the CHCSA.
The CHCSA would also provide TMA services or
contract with another TMA for management of the
shuttle system. The internal services may include
a range of rideshare initiatives, travel demand
management methods, and alternative mode
promotional activities undertaken by the Cordova
Hills TMA.
The transit system described in this section reflects
the full development of Cordova Hills. However, the
shuttle system will begin with limited services that
may involve only an external shuttle to the Mather/
Mills LRT station. The Cordova Hills County Service
Area Board of Directors and General Manager of
the transit system for Cordova Hills will assess the
appropriate extent of phase 1 and subsequent phases
of the transit routes; timing will be based on funding
and current ridership. This transit plan is a guide for
the CHCSA to follow. As the community grows the
transit plan envisions that the internal shuttle system
will be expanded to an internal loop system. The
internal loop will expand with community along the
primary street system, a modified grid form that
allows flexibility for routing to serve the greatest
number of potential riders.
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each complete circuit takes 90 minutes, a single bus
can be at the LRT three times in 3 hours. Three
buses would provide 15 minute headways on the
external loop.
The transit system is planned to operate 365 days
per year with a full schedule on weekdays, and a
reduced schedule on weekends and holidays. The
internal loop would operate on a 30 minute headway
at all times per day, rather than a 15 minute headway
that occurs during peak hours on normal weekdays.
The external loop operates 365 days per year, but on
weekends and holidays would only provide a single
bus on a 45 minute headway at all times per day,
rather than a 15 minute headway that occurs during
peak hours on normal weekdays.

Grant line Road

The key to the system is to coordinate with the
Mather Mills LRT station. Trains there operate on
15 minute headways and the east bound and west
bound train departures are only one minute apart,
so it is easy to coordinate a single bus at the station
for both in-bound and out-bound passengers.
Dowling and Associates, Inc. calculates the planning
time (the time allowed for a complete circuit) of
both the external loop and the internal loop at 45
minutes. This provides a great deal of flexibility with
routing and schedules to match the LRT schedule.
One scenario is that a bus leaves the Town Center
in the morning in time to catch the 7:04 LRT. It
then returns to the Town Center and either goes
back to the LRT or does a single loop through the
community, and then goes back to the LRT. Because

Chrysanthy Blvd

Transit
Hub

Internal Loop
Route
Transit Stops
Park and
Ride Lot

1/4 mile walk to
transit stop

Figure 6.13: Internal Transit Shuttle Route
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6.12.1	Summary of Operations
The operation for both the internal loop and the
external loop at full build out of the community
and the first phase only is summarized in Table: 6.4.
The summary includes the total vehicle hours of
operations per day and the total hours of operation
under peak and non-peak hours and at full build out
and Phase 1 only.

6.12.2	Internal shuttle
Headways would be 15 minutes during peak hours
and 30 minutes during all other times of the day.
Walk access distances to transit stops will be designed
in the location of primary roads, pedestrian ways
and the location of major destinations and housing
areas to achieve ¼ mile distance at maximum. Transit
service will provide “timed transfers” or continuous
loops to minimize the need for transfer between the
internal shuttle and external connection to the LRT
station. The recommended service characteristics for
local service are shown in Table 6.4.
The plan assumes two 3 hour peak periods; in the
morning (6:30 to 9:30) and in the afternoon (3:30
to 6:30). The system would operate from 6:00 AM
to 9:00 PM every day (starting with an internal loop
first). Three hour blocks for peak hour will be very
Table 6.4: Proposed Service & Operating
Characteristics for the Internal Transit Shuttle
Hours of operation 6 AM - 9 PM
Days of operation Everyday
Peak Frequency 15 minutes
Off Peak Frequency 30 minutes
Percent of Residents within ¼ Mile 75%
Average Speed (including stops) 10 miles per hour
Distance (miles) 6.1
Cycle time (min) 37
Planning time (min) 45
Target Headway (min) 15
Vehicles Required 6

efficient because the basic route time is 45 minutes
for both the internal and external loops (four loop
increments per peak hour block).
The route for local service would consist of a loop
which would connect the Town Center Village with
the medium to high density residential development
in each of the Villages, as well as the high school/
middle school, the commercial centers, the
Community Park, the University / College Campus
Center, the Sports Park and park and ride lot. The
route can operate in either a clockwise or counterclockwise direction that would begin at the planned
transit center located on Chrysanthy Boulevard.
From Chrysanthy Boulevard, the route moving in a
counter-clockwise direction would continue south
along Town Center Boulevard toward the parkand ride-lot and then head east onto University
Boulevard running past high and medium density
residential, then south into University Village, then
head into Creekside Village, then head north where
it would connect with North Access Loop, and
finally back to the transit center. As the community
develops Ridgeline, East Valley, Creekside and
University Villages buses would initially run in a single
direction. As the population and ridership increases
buses would be added to run in both directions on
the loop. The distance of this route is approximately
6.1 miles.
Three buses going in one direction would provide 15
minute headways and a rider could transfer to the
external buses at the Town Center, or the same bus
could just continue on the route to the LRT. In this
scenario there would be no need to transfer and the
buses internally would travel only in one direction.
The direction of travel on the internal loop is not
that significant because the distances from the Town
Center are not great, which ever direction you go, so
the time loss from boarding along the “wrong” end
of the route is not that great a penalty. Furthermore,
the distance from north to south in the main body of
the community is not great, so a rider could justify

Dowling 2010
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walking across to the nearest stop if time was an
issue. Initially, the internal loop would begin at the
Town Center and go clockwise around the route. At
the earliest part of the route any passengers from
north of Chrysanthy Blvd. could easily walk to the
Town Center and catch the bus as it leaves the
community. The population along the first (North
Loop) part of the route is relatively low because
of the large Avoided Area. Population generally
increases moving in a clockwise direction and would
be greatest near University Village, the University /
College Campus Center, and the park and ride at the
Sports Park, so for those passengers the ride time
would not be much longer than the external leg
of the trip. In the afternoon the route would run
counter-clockwise, to drop off the largest number of
passengers first.
The bus stops along the route would be spaced at ¼ to
½ mile intervals and at all major cross streets. Each bus/
van stop would have a covered shelter and benches.
The operating characteristics for the route are shown
in Table 6.4. Cycle time refers to the time needed for
a bus or a van to complete a one-direction run on
the loop. The assumed average run time is 10 mph
including stops. Actual run times will depend on the
number of passengers boarding and alighting at each
stop. Planning time includes cycle time plus a buffer
for breaks, etc. rounded up to the next headway.
Table 6.4 indicates that 6 buses would be required
to achieve a 15 minute headway if the single internal
loop route operates in both directions concurrently.
As discussed elsewhere in this plan, the peak hour
buses could operate in a single direction only on the
internal loop, in which case only three buses would
be required during peak hour operations.
Note: This service level is appropriate for build out of
the community. Less intense service may be appropriate
in the earlier years of community development.
The planning time divided by the target headway
and multiplied by the number of directions operated
on the loop (one direction initially, or two-way),
gives the number of buses or vans required.
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6.12.3	External Link to LRT and Bus Routes
Initially, Cordova Hills will be approximately 7 miles
from the nearest fixed route, regularly scheduled
transit service. A shuttle service between the
Cordova Hills Transit Center and the Mather/Mills
Station on the RT Gold Line light rail line provide a
linkage to those services from Cordova Hills. The
external link would be the initial service in Cordova
Hills and would serve the Town Center Village and
the University / College Campus Center. The area
of this first phase is small enough that the initial
transit system can serve both of these core areas
by a simple extension of the external route. As the
Cordova Hills community grows to the east beyond
the main Avoided Area the internal loop system
described above will be initiated.
As Rancho Cordova and the surrounding areas
develop and transit service is extended out towards
Cordova Hills, the need for the shuttle will change
and potentially diminish. The establishment of Grant
Line Road as the Southeast Connector may bring high
speed, high quality transit service literally to the front
door step of the Cordova Hills community.

Table 6.5: Proposed Service & Operating
Characteristics for the External Transit Shuttle
Hours of operation 6 AM - 7 PM
Days of operation Weekdays
Peak Frequency 15 minutes
Off Peak Frequency 60 minutes
Scheduling Timed transfers with LRT &

RT service at Mather Field
Road Station

Average Speed (including stops) 30 miles per hour
Distance (miles) 17.3
Cycle time (min) 35
Planning time (min) 45
Target Headway (min) 15
Vehicles Required 3
Dowling 2010
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Contemplated External Transit Service Criteria
Headways should be 15 minutes during peak hours
and 60 minutes during all other times of the day
(see Table 6.5).
Most customers that will be using this service will be
peak period commuters. Therefore, during non-peak
hours the demand will be lower and headways are
extended to 45 minutes. People using this service
during non-peak hours are likely to be “lifeline”
customers versus elective riders. The non-peak
period headway could be shortened if there is more
demand from local residences.

Speed is crucial for longer distance shuttle services,
such as those recommended between Cordova Hills
and the Mather Field Road LRT station. Thus it is
recommended that a target speed for the service of
30 mph be set, including intermediate stops.
Recommended External Shuttle Route

One route for external service is recommended and
the service is designed for residents and employees
of Cordova Hills. In general the bus route would take
residents between Cordova Hills, major employment
areas, and the Mather Field light rail station. The
route would depart the planned transit center
The service should deliver passengers directly to the
located on Chrysanthy Boulevard, head west on
major employer or the transit station where they will
Chrysanthy Boulevard, north on Rancho Cordova
be transferring to other services. The off-site service
Parkway, west on Douglas Road, northwest on
should be scheduled so that “timed transfers” with
Mather Boulevard, north on Whitehead Street where
Exhibit
10 External Bus Route
the LRT Gold Line occur at the Mather/Mills
station.
it becomes Mather Field Road, and a final stop at the

Figure 6.14: External Transit Shuttle Route
Cordova Hills Conceptual Transit Service Plan
Dowling Associates, Inc.
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Mather/Mills light rail station. This would be a “timed
transfer” such that the bus schedule would be in
coordination with the Gold Line light rail schedule.
On the return trip the route would continue from
the Mather Field light rail station and head south
on Mather Field Road, east on International Drive,
south on Sunrise Boulevard, east on Douglas Road,
south on Rancho Cordova Parkway, and then east
on Chrysanthy Boulevard. The distance of this route
is approximately 17.3 miles.
This route would operate similar to a Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) route. There could be approximately
two or three stops in addition to the stop at the
Mather/Mills light rail station. These stops would
be on the return leg of the external loop and would
serve employment centers and health service centers,
as well as commercial centers distributed along the
return route. These stops would be coordinated
with and approved by Sacramento Regional Transit,
to avoid any duplication of service or conflicts.
The operation of the Cordova Hills shuttle, including
access to and operations within the Mather/Mills
LRT station, is subject to approval by Sacramento
Regional Transit.
The assumed average speed of 30 mph includes
stops. Actual run times will depend on the number
of passengers boarding and alighting at each stop.
Planning time includes cycle time plus a buffer for
breaks, etc. rounded up to the next headway. The
planning time divided by the target headway, gives
the number of buses or vans required.
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6.12.4	Implementation and Operations of
the Transit Shuttle
The Cordova Hills transit will be a service provided
by the proposed Cordova Hills County Service Area
(CHCSA). This service area will provide a range of
services including parks and recreation, landscape
maintenance, and others in addition to providing
transit and serving as the Transportation Management
Authority for the community. The Cordova Hills Local
Services District will provide funding for the shuttle
system through a special tax and student transit pass
fees. The district will contract with a transit operator
for the buses and drivers. The district will own
and maintain the transit shelters and signage, and
routing information in real time through a community
communications network.

6.12.5 Buses and Parking
In the early years, the routes might be operated
with smaller vans. As marketing efforts take off, the
frequency of service and hours of operation can be
increased. Larger vans or buses may be contracted
as the popularity of the service increases.
The Cordova Hills Cordova Hills County Service Area
(CHCSA) will provide overnight parking for the shuttle
bus fleet. Ultimately, the bus parking will be located
at the Service District Corporation Yard which is
planned in the bufferlands, adjacent to the Regional
Landfill. This corporation yard will also serve the park
and landscape maintenance functions of the service
area. Until the corporation yard is available, buses
may be parked overnight on an interim basis at the
Town Center commercial area and/or the park and
ride facility in the Sports Park area.
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6.12.6 Bus System Design Standards
Bus turnouts, shelters, stop locations, signage and
lighting, and Transit Centers shall comply with
Sections 3 through 13 inclusive in the Regional
Transit Design Guidelines for Bus and Light Rail
Facilities, January 2005.

6.12.7	Access to Regional Transit Facilities
The Cordova Hills CSA transit system is designed
to directly connect to the RT Mather/ Mills Transit
Station. The CHCSA will request permission from
Regional Transit to access the station with the transit
system buses and will comply with design standards
and operational standards prescribed by RT.

6.12.8 Promotion of the Transit Service
The Cordova Hills County Service Area TMA will
promote the transit center that will be located on
Chrysanthy Boulevard.
Promotion will consist of making residents,
employees, students, and visitors to Cordova Hills
aware of the transit services available at the transit
center. This information may be provided through
the TMA website, flyers distributed to employers
and the University / College Campus Center, mailers
to residents, and kiosks located in the transit center,
the Campus Center, and surrounding commercial
center.

6.12.9	Resident and Employee Access to the
Shuttle Service
All residents of the community and employees at
businesses in the community would have a pass
that allows them to ride without paying a fare box.
People outside the community could buy a pass
from the CSA (on-line, at an office, or at a kiosk
similar to RT’s). Passes distributed to employees will
contribute to air quality enhancement through trip
reduction to the community and reduction of vehicle
miles traveled (VMT) in the region.

6.12.10	Student Transportation
Buses used to transport students at or below 12th
grade must meet very specific state requirements
for vehicle equipment, markings, permitting,
licensing, inspection, and operation (see California
Vehicle Code, Division 1, Section 545 for definition
of school bus and other sections in the CVC for
school bus specific requirements). There are a few
specific exceptions. If the Cordova Hills CSA were
to transport elementary, middle, and high school
students directly, the CHCSA and the operator of its
service would have to meet several additional state
licensing and permitting requirements.

There will be pedestrian friendly transit parking within
the transit center that is co-located in the commercial
area. The transit center will accommodate all modes
of transportation such as public and private transit
operators, bicyclists, and taxis, etc.
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7.1

Purpose

The Natural Resources Chapter identifies the ways
in which the Cordova Hills Master Plan will avoid,
maintain, and enhance natural resources on-site.
Cordova Hills has set aside substantial areas of
permanent open space to avoid natural resources,
provide basins for storm water management and
water quality enhancement features, and create
informal recreation and trails.

7.2	Natural Resource
Objectives
A key concept of the Cordova Hills community
includes the avoidance and management of open
space areas and the proper interaction between
urban areas and Avoided Areas. This will be
achieved through:
• Avoiding wildlife and wetlands areas.
• Ensuring compatibility and mutual benefit, to the
maximum extent feasible, between mitigation
Avoided Areas and urban development.

7.3	Setting
Cordova Hills includes gently rolling grassland crossed
by shallow natural drainages. Various wetland types,
including vernal pools, are found in concentrated
clusters, generally in the western third of Cordova
Hills. Cordova Hills also includes drainage corridors
that contain seasonal wetlands and swales. These
generally flow in a north to south direction and are
located in the eastern two thirds of the project. The
Paseo Central and the high concentration of vernal
pools will be avoided as open space in perpetuity.

7.3.1	Natural Resource Avoidance Areas
The Master Plan establishes three distinct resource
Avoided Areas located throughout the project.
These include the Main Avoided Area (includes
bufferlands), University / College Campus Center
Avoided Area, and Paseo Central corridor avoidance.
Figure 7.1: Natural Resource Avoided Areas, illustrates
the location of these Avoided Areas.

• Reducing the impacts of new development on the
use of water resources.
• Maintain continuous connections between
mitigation Avoided Areas providing habitat
corridors that allow species migration and minimize
habitat and species isolation.

Cordova Hills
7-2
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Figure 7.1: Natural Resource Avoided Areas
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7.4	Natural Resource
Avoidance Principles
In order to ensure the protection and maintenance
of the Avoided Areas in the Cordova Hills Plan,
the following eight principles will be part of the
management plan for Cordova Hills:
• Principle 1: Maintain the overall hydrologic
integrity of the Avoided Areas so as to ensure
that there will not be a net loss of functions and
values in the avoided areas as a result of adjacent
development. This includes minimizing changes
to the distribution, frequency and duration of
ordinary flows, including restricting summer
nuisance flows.
• Principle 2: Maintain corridors and large areas for
wildlife and the propagation of flora. Establish
interconnected conservation areas that are
managed in perpetuity and tie into existing
local and regional planning efforts. Provide for
meaningful conservation of sensitive plant habitats
for species integrity and long-term survival.
• Principle 3: In ordinary high flows, manage
storm water flows by incorporating Low Impact
Development (LID) standards which will minimize
changes to the existing flow regime and to
maintain or improve existing water quality in the
Avoided Areas. This includes minimizing changes
to the baseline flows in the receiving waters to
the extent practicable, and not allowing untreated
discharges to occur to the aquatic resources in the
Avoided Areas.
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• Principle 4: Use elevated roads, arched culvert
crossings and other practices for transportation
corridors that must traverse Avoided Areas to
the extent that is practicable, to minimize direct
and indirect impacts to aquatic resources in the
Avoided Areas, and to avoid significant impacts
to the functions and values of the Avoided Areas.
• Principle 5: Use conservation design elements to
minimize the effect of adjacent development on
the Avoided Areas by constructing, to the extent
practicable, single loaded roads, where housing
directly abuts Avoided Areas; design roadside
landscaping to drain (surface and subsurface)
toward urban features and not towards the
Avoided Areas, and orient houses so that the
front living area faces the Avoided Area. Fences
should be low and not restrict visibility into the
Avoided Area. Within the development area,
impervious surfaces would be minimized to the
extent practicable. Stormwater/ water runoff plans
would be designed to use BMPs and LID, such
as vegetated swales, infiltration trenches, and
constructed wetland filter strips to treat storm
water and water runoff from the development
areas when feasible and soil conditions permit.
• Principle 6: Locate compatible land uses next to
avoided areas. The preferred land uses adjacent
to the Avoided Areas are parks, hiking trails,
detention basins, single loaded roads, and other
forms of open space. Trails and bike paths to
provide circulation within a development area
would generally be located outside the Avoided
Areas, and are only permitted to cross the Avoided
Area in three (3) locations, and will be constructed
in a manner that prevents adverse impacts to the
functions and values of the Avoided Areas. Refer
to Figure 7-1 for locations of these crossings.
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• Principle 7: Mow-only firebreaks may be located
at the outer edges of Avoided Areas.
• Principle 8: Implement mitigation measures
(avoidance, minimization, and compensation)
that adequately offset direct impacts to aquatic
resources and listed species. In general, establishing
the Avoided Areas is considered a regional measure
to achieve impact avoidance and minimization.

7.5	Resource Management
7.5.1 Paseo Central
The primary drainage corridor (Paseo Central) that
bisects the center of the community will remain in
a generally natural condition and provide a form
of linear open space suitable for passive recreation
activities such as hiking and bicycling to take place
on the outer edge of the avoided edge. Native plant
materials on the outer edge of the drainage course,
will supplement the existing vegetation to create a
pleasing recreational experience and to enhance its
visual amenity.

7.5.3 Villages
Each Village will have its own distinctive plant
palette of related species which is visually
compatible based on form, pattern, texture and
color. The choice of material is based on factors
such as architectural product type, elevation,
proximity to open space, slopes, canyons and
ridgelines. The predominant species will provide a
lifespan that endures several generations.
The selection of plant material promotes walkability
and pedestrian activity. Tree lined streets and
parkways vary in width and provide a shade canopy
during the warm seasons and create a more
natural setting. Parkways will be rural in character
and “open” in appearance. Informal groupings
of large scale trees with drought tolerant shrubs,
groundcovers and ornamental grasses will be
reminiscent of the community’s rural nature.

7.5.2	Hillsides
Hillsides consist of natural or man-made slope areas
that serve as transitions between the Villages and
adjacent open space areas. Because these slopes are
visually prominent, the landscaping will require that
this zone blends effectively with the landscaping of
the surrounding terrain. The landscape treatment will
be similar to the adjacent streetscape zone or where
appropriate, the adjacent open space landscaping.
The hillside zone provides an opportunity to
introduce stands of oak woodlands and other native
groundcovers, shrubs, and trees. Hillsides may
also be planted as olive groves, vineyards, or other
cultivated perennial fields, such as lavender.
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7.5.4	Groves & Vineyards

7.6	Edge Conditions

The use of olive groves and grape vineyards with
compatible massings of singular species shrubs
at high visual impact common areas and major
community entries will create an image reminiscent
of past historical agriculture in the region. As a
significant landscape “feature” the olives and
grapes will create a significant first impression and
important sense of arrival.

This section describes the treatment of physical
edge conditions surrounding the Main Avoided
Area, Paseo Central, and the University / College
Campus Center Avoided Area. The design of these
edge treatments involves grading, drainage, trail
alignments, landscape treatments and fencing,
and building orientation. The design of the various
edge conditions (Sections A-J) reflects careful
consideration for the long-term avoidance of the
wetlands resource and assurance that the impacts
of urban development (drainage, pedestrian or
bike intrusion) surrounding the Avoided Area
will be reduced to a minimum. Conditions in
Sections A-J are illustrated in cross-section format
and located in plan view on Exhibit 7.2: Edge
Conditions Location Plan.

7.6.1	Avoided Area Edge Condition Summary

Orchard Style Planting

Cordova Hills designed to minimize potential indirect
impacts to the on-site Avoided Area. All of the
edge conditions include a landscaped area, trail,
and swale that creates an hydrological barrier from
urban runoff and the Avoided Area (as illustrated in
figure 7.3k). This landscaped area would be located
outside of the Avoided Area boundary, and serve as
an additional buffer, decreasing “edge effects” on
wildlife and habitat in the Avoided Area. In addition,
the trees would provide nesting habitat and foraging
perches for birds.

Vineyard
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A native plant palette has been developed for the
landscaping around the Avoided Areas. Refer to
the Community Plant Palette, Appendix B, Natural
Resource Area Edge Conditions (Natives), in section
B.1.9, for a comprehensive list of native trees,
shrubs and hydroseed plant materials, to be utilized
throughout the edge condition surrounding the
Avoided Areas. Planting native vegetation in these
areas reduces the potential of non-native vegetation
spreading into the Avoided Area, and, as the native
plant palette is comprised primarily of droughttolerant species, less irrigation would be necessary
after plant establishment. The benefits of decreased
irrigation in this area are two-fold; water would be
conserved, and the likelihood of irrigation running
off into the Avoided Areas is minimized.
The trail that follows the landscaped area would
provide recreational opportunities for users, and
allow for the enjoyment of the Avoided Areas without
adverse impacts. Furthermore, the trail would
encourage frequent visitation along the edges of the
Avoided Area, which, together with the landscaped
area, would also discourage the dumping of trash
into the Avoided Area. In addition, educational signs

would be installed at regular intervals along the trail.
This would provide educational opportunities for
trail users to learn about the benefits of the Avoided
Area, would enhance the community’s pride in
the area, and increase residents desire to retain
and protect it. It is anticipated that the University /
College Campus Center will utilize the Avoided Area
as an ecological study area in conjunction with its
educational curriculum.
A small swale would be constructed along the
avoided side of the landscaping to intercept minor
irrigation and stormwater runoff from landscaping,
and any additional stormwater runoff from adjacent
roads and trails that wouldn’t otherwise be captured
and diverted to LIDs and/or water quality treatment
and detention basins. This would decrease hydrologic
impacts to the Avoided Areas.

Swale with Multi-Use Trail

Split Rail Fencing
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The post and cable or split rail fencing along the
Avoided Area boundary would allow an unrestricted
view of the Avoided Area, prevent vehicular
access, and would clearly indicate the Avoided
Area boundary. A grazing fence inside of the post
and cable fencing would allow grazing within the
Avoided Area, which is widely considered to be
beneficial to the continued integrity of avoided
vernal pool grasslands. Rear lot view fences (in most
locations) for residences that benefit from views of
the Avoided Area would provide a demarcation to
prevent residential landscaping and gardens from
encroaching into the Avoided Area. Providing an
open view of the Avoided Area to residents would
discourage vandalism in the Avoided Area. Finally,
public roadways would separate the landscape
buffer from residential development where practical,
which would provide a privacy buffer for residents.
The Avoided Areas abut a variety of conditions
throughout the plan.
Specific conditions are
described in the following subsections, but the
following points apply to all edges conditions.

• The trail that follows the landscaped area provides
recreational opportunities for residents, and
allows enjoyment of the Avoided Area without
adverse impacts.
• Furthermore, the trail encourages frequent visitation
along the edges of the Avoided Area, which,
together with the landscaped area, discourages
dumping of trash into the Avoided Area.
• Swales act as a hydrological barrier precluding
urban runoff from entering the Avoided Area.
• View fences behind residences that are adjacent
to the Avoided Area allow residents to enjoy
the Avoided Area, while preventing residential
landscaping and gardens from encroaching into
the Avoided Area.
• Privacy walls along the sides of residences
adjacent to the Avoided Area protect the privacy
of residents from passers-by on the trails.

• All of the edge conditions include a landscaped
area that separates the developed area from the
Avoided Area. This landscaped area (outside the
Avoided Area limits) serves as a buffer, decreasing
“edge effects” on wildlife in the Avoided Area.
In addition, the trees provide nesting habitat and
foraging perches for birds.
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Figure 7.2: Edge Conditions
Location Plan
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7.6.2	Edge Condition A: Sports Park
This Edge Condition provides a generous “park”
like transition zone between the Sports Park and
the Avoided Area. It includes a meandering like
trail, a landscaped drainage swale, bermed buffer
and turf play areas, farthest from the Avoided

Pedestrian scale lighting shall be fully
shielded and directed so that no light
spills into the Avoided Area.

Area. A split rail or post and cable fence will be
provided, at the edge of the Avoided Area, at its
boundary with the Sports Park.

Landscape buffer

10’ multi-use trail
Swale / size & depth
varies

Minimum 8’ between trail and
avoidance boundary edge
consisting of a swale and only
native straw seeding.
Grazing
fence

Open Space
Avoided
Area

Turf play

Post & cable Or
split rail FENCE

Buffer Area
Width varies

Slope trail
away from Avoided Area.
Minimum 50’

Park / Community Facility

Note: Multi-use trail can meander inside and outside of the minimum 50’ buffer

Figure 7.3(a): Edge Condition ‘A’ Sports Park
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7.6.3	Edge Condition B-1: Retail/ Mixed-use
Condition B provides a bike trail and adjacent
drainage swale, similar to Condition A, in a
narrower configuration, as well as a roadway and
adjacent mixed-use/ retail development, farther to
the west. Public views from the retail sites may be

Grazing
fence
Post & cable
or split rail
fence

provided, depending on the scale of the buildings.
Perimeter split rail fencing will also be provided. All
open space areas outside the Avoided Area will be
permanently landscaped.

10’ w. Multi-use trail
Slope trail away from Avoided Area.
Pedestrian scale lighting shall be fully
shielded and directed so that no light
spills into the Avoided Area.

Paseo access to retail

Swale

Landscape buffer

Minimum 8’ between trail and avoidance boundary edge
consisting of a swale and only native straw seeding.
O.S. Avoided
Area

Parking

Driveway
Width varies

Mixed-use

Multi -Use Trail/Paseo/ Corridor - Minimum 50’

Note: Multi-use trail can meander inside and outside of the minimum 50’ buffer

Figure 7.3(b): Edge Condition ‘B’-1 - Retail Mixed-use
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7.6.4	Edge Condition B-2: Retail / Mixeduse Common Space
Condition B-2 is similar to B-1 with retail / mixeduse adjacent to the Trail Corridor, except that the
driveway and parking are eliminated and replaced
with outdoor common space. The Trail Corridor is

grazing fence
Slope trail away from
Avoided Area.

below grade in relation to the retail / mixed-use, and
connected with an adjacent slope. Only one swale is
included in the section.

Lighting as required. Pedestrian scale lighting shall be
fully shielded and directed so that no light spills into
the Avoided Area.

post & cable or
split rail fence
10’ w.
multi-use
trail

Swale

slope planting

Minimum 8’ between trail AND avoidance boundary edge
consisting of a swale and only native straw seeding.

O.S.
Avoided
Area

Mixed Use

Multi -Use Trail Corridor - Min. 50’

Note: Multi-use trail can meander inside and outside of the minimum 50’ buffer

Figure 7.3(c): Edge Condition ‘B’-2 - Retail Mixed-use
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7.6.5	Edge Condition C: Residential Side-On
Condition C occurs next to the Avoided Area and
provides a small drainage swale adjacent to the split
rail fence, typically meandering bike trail, sloped
landscaping with a primary wall at the top slope,

and the residential lot with a “side-on” condition.
The width of the trail corridor varies, in Condition C,
and in all edge conditions.

10’ w. multi-use trail
Slope trail away from Avoided Area.
Pedestrian scale Lighting shall be fully
shielded and directed so that no light
spills into the Avoided Area.
post & cable or
split rail fence
grazing fence

landscape buffer
privacy wall

swale
varies

width
varies
Open Space Avoided Area

Minimum 8’ between trail AND avoidance boundary edge
consisting of a swale and only native straw seeding.
Residential Pad

Multi -Use Trail/Paseo Corridor - Minimum 50’

Note: Multi-use trail can meander inside and outside of the minimum 50’ buffer

Figure 7.3(d): Edge Condition ‘C’ Residential Side On
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7.6.6	Edge Condition D: Residential Front On
This is the only edge condition where homes face the
Avoided Areas. Homes take access off of a typical
neighborhood street, with landscaped parkway and
continuous pedestrian sidewalk. A drainage swale,
meandering trail and adjacent parkway as a bermed

buffer separating the trail and street section, are
planned between the neighborhood street and
Avoided Area. The public realm expands beyond the
street section, over the parkway and trail corridor up
to the edge of the Avoided Area and split rail fence.

10’ w. multi-use trail connects to
residential at appropriate locations.
Slope trail away from Avoided Area.
Pedestrian scale Lighting shall be fully
shielded and directed so that no light
spills into the Avoided Area.
grazing
fence

no sidewalk in parkway
when adjacent to trail corridor

post & cable or
split rail fence

Minimum 8’ between trail AND avoidance
boundary edge consisting of a swale
and only native straw seeding.

Open Space
Avoided Area

landscape buffer

Parkway

Neighborhood Street

Parkway

Residential

Multi -Use Trail Corridor - Minimum 50’

Note: Multi-use trail can meander inside and outside of the minimum 50’ buffer

Figure 7.3(e): Edge Condition ‘D’ Residential Front On
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7.6.7	Edge Condition E: Residential Back-On
In this condition, homes back on to the Avoided
Area. A view fence and sloped landscape buffer
screen the back yards from the public trail corridor,
which is typically below grade from the home site

pad elevation. A post and cable and grazing fences
lie beyond the trail corridor, where the grazing fence
defines the Avoided Area boundary.

landscape buffer

10’ w. multi-use trail
Slope trail away from Avoided Area.
Pedestrian scale Lighting shall be fully
shielded and directed so that no light
spills into the Avoided Area.

view fence

post & cable or split rail fence
grazing fence
varies

width
varies

Minimum 8’ between trail AND avoidance
boundary edge consisting of a swale
and only native straw seeding.

Multi -Use Trail Corridor - Minimum 50’

Residential Pad

Open Space Avoided Area

Note: Multi-use trail can meander inside and outside of the minimum 50’ buffer

Figure 7.3(f): Edge Condition ‘E’ Residential Back On
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7.6.8	Edge Condition F: Detention Basin
Condition F is the least urbanized of all the eight
edge conditions. A detention pond and adjacent
landscaping, with varying width, occurs directly
adjacent to the security fence and Avoided Areas.

             

10’ w. multi-use trail location varies
Slope trail away from Avoided Area.
Pedestrian scale Lighting shall be fully
shielded and directed so that no light
spills into the Avoided Area.

On the opposite side, the meandering trail, drainage
swale and open space landscaping are planned to
complete this “green edge” transition area.

Landscape buffer

Lot

Detention Basin

post & cable or
split rail fence
Slope varies

grazing
fence
Minimum 8’ between trail AND avoidance boundary edge
consisting of a swale and only native straw seeding.

slope varies
50’ minimum
Open Space Avoided Area

Detention Basin / Landscaping/Multi -Use Trail Corridor - Minimum 50’

Note: Multi-use trail can meander inside and outside of the minimum 50’ buffer

Figure 7.3(g): Edge Condition ‘F’ Detention Basin
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7.6.9	Edge Condition G: Neighborhood
Street / Arterial
This condition occurs where a public street and
adjacent parkway/sidewalk occur significantly above
grade in relation to the community trail corridor. A

sloped landscape buffer of variable slope separates
the roadway and the trail corridor. Fencing defines
the trail corridor and Avoided Area edge.

Landscape buffer
10’ w. multi-use trail
Slope trail away from Avoided
Area. Pedestrian scale Lighting
shall be fully shielded and
directed so that no light spills
into the Avoided Area.

Sidewalk

Post & cable
or split rail
fence
Grazing
fence
Slope varies

Minimum 8’ between trail AND avoidance boundary edge
consisting of a swale and only native straw seeding.

Multi -Use Trail Corridor - Minimum 50’
Open Space Avoided Area

Parkway/ Sidewalk
width varies

Street

Note: Multi-use trail can meander inside and outside of the minimum 50’ buffer

Figure 7.3(h): Edge Condition ‘G’ Neighborhood Street / Arterial
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Pedestrian scale Lighting shall
be fully shielded and directed
so that no light spills into the
Avoided Area.

Post & cable or split rail fence
Interpretive educational
signs

Grazing fence

Grazing
fence

10’ Wide Asphalt Community Trail
Open Space Avoided Area

Open Space Avoided Area

Figure 7.3(i): Edge Condition H: Community Trail Through Main Avoided Area (at grade)

Pedestrian scale Lighting shall
be fully shielded and directed
swale
so that no light spills into the
Avoided Area.

Elevated community trail
Used only to cross swales
and does not cross any
vernal pool features

non-irrigated
42”

1
3:

10’ wide
Trail Corridor Width Varies
Approximately 1’-2’ height max.
Open Space Avoided Area

m

ax

Parkway
width varies
Open Space Avoided Area

Travel Lane

Figure 7.3(j): Edge Condition I: Community Trail Over Hydrological Connections (elevated)
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7.6.10	Edge Condition H: Community Trail
Through Main Avoided Area (at grade)

7.6.12	Edge Condition J: Community Trail
Bridge at Paseo Central

This condition includes pedestrian and bike crossing
of the Main Avoided Area at grade, via a 10-foot
wide paved asphalt community trail. Grazing fences
and post and cable fences are included on either
side of the trail.

Where the community trail crosses the north / south
Paseo Central, a 10-foot wide wooden bridge, will be
elevated over the undisturbed drainage course, will
be employed. “Flow over “ asphalt trail sections will
connect the wooden bridge with higher elevations
adjacent to the top of the watershed during 100year storm events.

7.6.11	Edge Condition I: Community Trail
Over Hydrological Connections
(elevated)
This special condition occurs where the community
trail passes through the Avoided Area over
hydrological connections which are not vernal pool
resources. A 10-foot wide wooden walkway and
42” high fencing on either side of the walkway are
elevated 1 to 2 feet (max) in height only when the
trail crosses a swale.

Flow over Asphalt Trail
During 100 yr. Storm

10 wide Community Trail
Extents of Bridge to be
Determined with Field Survey
Open Space Avoided Area

Plan

42” h. Wood Guardrail
10 w. Community Trail

Concrete Bridge
Support Pilings
Approximate 16’ o.c.
Install Clear of
Drainage Course Edges
Undisturbed Drainage
Course Pilings Clear of
edges

Concrete Support Wall at
Beginning of Bridge
Section over Drainage

Elevation Adjacent Trail

Figure 7.3(k): Edge Condition ‘J’ Detention Basin Community Trail Bridge at Paseo Central
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7.7 Water Quality Protection
and Enhancement
Storm waters and other drainage will be carried in
sub-surface pipes and swales toward the detention
basins and water quality facilities throughout
Cordova Hills. The primary design principle is to
not concentrate drainage to a singular discharge
location, but to disperse the drainage to multiple
points of discharge along the edges of the habitat
avoidance areas, where they will be temporarily
stored and treated in combination water quality
treatment/detention basins, before being released
into the natural drainages. No water will be released
from developed areas into the main habitat Avoided
Area. All treated discharges will be released into
drainageways, basins, and the Paseo Central.
Water quality treatment facilities will typically be
integrated with the detention basins, but may also
be designed and located as independent facilities
throughout the development area. Each water quality
treatment feature will be unique to reflect the water
volumes, terrain, and specific conditions at each site.
In general, these facilities may incorporate settling
basins and biological filters, such as vegetated swales
located at the outlet of the facility. All facilities that
discharge water to the drainages shall be designed to
avoid concentrations of water flow that would cause
soil erosion and shall be directed so that water does
not flow over a bike or pedestrian trail, or vernal
pools and seasonal wetlands.
Within the development areas of the project the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requirements
for construction activities and new uses pursuant
to the National Pollutant and Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) will include the use of Best
Management Practices (BMP) to prevent pollutant
run-off during a storm occurrence. The BMPs
available for use on project sites during construction
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activities to decrease storm water discharge include
both non-structural and structural measures. The
non-structural measures include grading controls
and “housekeeping” techniques.
Typical grading controls involve timing, staging,
setbacks and buffers, and restrictions on open areas.
Housekeeping techniques involve limitations on
material storage and disposal, soil stabilization of all
roads and entrances, dust control, and mandatory site
cleanup. Design of the drainage systems in Cordova
Hills will specifically consider the appropriateness of
the following measures:
• LID Measures (Refer to Chapter 2: Sustainability
and Chapter 4, Section 4.14, Landscaping Design
Guidelines for more detailed description of the
development standards that will apply.)
• Storm water retention or detention structures.
• Infiltration of run-off on-site; oil/water separation.
• Use of open vegetated swales and natural
depressions.
• Porous pavement or a combination of these
practices.
• Disconnected Drainage Systems.
The project will place erosion control and velocity
dissipation devices at all detention or retention
structures and along the length of any outfall
structure as necessary, to eliminate erosion into
and within water courses.
This includes the
construction of Flow Control Devices at the outlet
of all detention basins to properly manage potential
hydromodifications of existing drainages to be
maintained. Furthermore, the project will utilize
management practices consistent with all local post
construction storm water management requirements,
policies, and guidelines.
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7.7.1 LID Measures
Where applicable, LID Techniques may include:
• Preservation of the natural hydrology;
• Stormwater management at the source (close to
where rain falls);
• Avoidance of natural drainage features and
patterns, where possible;
• Retention of existing vegetation, especially when
native and when practicable;
• Creation of a hydrologically rough landscape to
slow down stormwater runoff;
• Integration
of
stormwater
controls
into
development design as amenities though a multidisciplinary design approach at the initial phases
of a project;
• Reduction of impervious surfaces;
• Pervious concrete;
• Porous asphalt;
• Permeable pavers;
• Rain Gardens;
• Bio-retention systems;
• Bioswales;
• Landscaping with drought tolerant plants;

Refer to the Community Plant Palette, Appendix B,
Specialty Landscape Areas (LID), for a comprehensive
list of emergent plant species, grasses, shrubs
and groundcovers, to be utilized in LID vegetated
swales.
Cordova Hills is not currently seeking small-lot
entitlements; therefore, final development project
layouts are not known at this time. As such, the
quantifiable benefits of actual BMP’s and LID features
specific to land use and site layout have not been
considered in the analysis of point-of-discharge
detention and water quality basins required to fully
mitigate the development impacts of this project on
receiving waters. It is projected that these benefits will
be calculated and accounted for prior to actual design
of the downstream detention and water quality
treatment basins. By presenting the various tools
available in the LID tool box to a future developer,
this LID tool box sets the groundwork for innovative
and site-appropriate stormwater treatment methods
that may satisfy current and emerging governmental
requirements at the local, State, and Federal level.
LID measures will become a requirement of municipal
NPDES discharge permits issued by the State Regional
Water Quality Control Boards throughout the State,
as they already have in the San Francisco Bay, Los
Angeles, and San Diego regions.

• Water conservation and xeriscaping;
• Mulching of landscaped areas;
• Compost amended soils;
• Enhancement of disturbed soils to increase their
storage and infiltration potential;
• Green roofs;
• Rain barrels and cisterns;
• LID education of homeowners and maintenance staff.
A typical example of how LID will be incorporated
into Community Street design for Cordova Hills is
the plan view and street sections of University Blvd;
included in Chapter 6.
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7.7.2 Water Conservation

7.8	Urban Forest

The Cordova Hills Specific Plan will promote water
conservation within existing and future urban uses
in the following manner.

Cordova Hills will create a sense of community
through planting of high-quality trees in appropriate
locations to improve overall landscaping quality
and sustainability in all areas visible to the public.
The urban forest would include all trees in private
yards, landscaping in the parking areas and around
buildings in the non-residential uses, street trees,
park trees, and natural landscaping in open space
areas. A maintenance manual will be created for the
Cordova Hills CSA (refer to the CHCSA discussion in
Chapter 9) responsible for maintenance.

• Promoting water
through education.

conser vation

ef for t s

• Installing low-flow appliances and fixtures in all
new development.
• Utilizing irrigation systems that reduce water
consumption, such as drip irrigation and/or graywater systems.
• Installing drought-tolerant vegetation and use of
water-efficient irrigation systems in landscaped
public areas.
• An ET-based ‘smart’ irrigation controller system
will be incorporated in major sprinkler systems
throughout the plan. ‘Smart’ irrigation systems
monitor soil and climate conditions and only turn
on when water is needed.
• Cordova Hills will comply with applicable County
landscape codes and ordinances, as well as local
water purveyor water conservation measures.
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A potential community solar farm will allow more
trees to be planted and better flexibility on the
locations of plantings compared to areas with solar
roof panels. Rooftop solar units typically constrain
the orientation of residential lots and limits the size
and location of trees. The community solar farm will
allow more trees to be planted and will not limit the
planting potential within yards.

7.9	Soils Resources
Protection of the soil resources in Cordova Hills
relates primarily to minimizing soil erosion during
construction activities and protection of existing
and created slopes from erosion after construction
is completed. Implementation of Best Management
Practices (BMPs) during and after construction
would mitigate any potential issues to the greatest
extent practicable.
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7.10 Materials Conservation
The Cordova Hills site may provide aggregate
materials suitable for construction of road beds
and other improvements within the project area.
Use of these materials will contribute to energy
conservation, air quality protection, reduction of
greenhouse gases, and off-site truck traffic by
eliminating or reducing the need for importing
aggregate construction materials.
Screening, crushing and sizing of on-site aggregategrade rock deposits encountered while conducting
activities related to on-site excavation, earthmoving,
construction of structures, landscaping, compaction,
fills, road cuts and embankments shall be performed
with the intent of utilizing to the fullest extent feasible
the on-site aggregate-grade rock deposits while
construction activity is ongoing. The operations of
the processing and sorting of grading materials will
only take place within the project and no exporting
of the materials off-site will be permitted.

If required to make use of on site materials, a suitable
rock/aggregate processing site will be located within
the areas of intended development. The processing
site will separate the excavated rock materials from
the soil, crush the rock, and divide the resulting
aggregate into sizes and stockpiles appropriate for
use during the construction of the project at the
Cordova Hills site.
The tools and or machinery used for screening
and crushing shall be those typically used for
crushing, screening, conveying, loading and
transporting of aggregate.
Such activities shall be permitted as a temporary
ancillary use in all development areas of the Cordova
Hills Master Plan.

Best Management Practices such as berms,
watering and blanketing shall be used to protect
and minimize effects from the operations that could
lead to water degradation, air pollution, adverse
impacts to aquatic or wildlife habitat, flooding, and
erosion. All work will be performed in conformance
and consistent with the requirements of the County
General Plan, County Codes, and County-approved
Grading Plans to address noise, dust and water
quality control impacts.
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and

8.1 Purpose and Objectives
This Chapter describes the level and type of public
services, facilities and systems that will serve
Cordova Hills. The Cordova Hills Master Plan will
require extensions of public infrastructure (sewer,
water, drainage and dry utilities) and expansion of
public services. Public services include fire and police
protection, public schools, library, animal protection
services, and park and recreation services.
The infrastructure, facilities, and services objectives
addressed in this Chapter include:
• Ensure adequate financing for infrastructure
improvements and community services.
• Establish a comprehensive infrastructure
system to meet the needs of residents,
employees, and visitors.
• Manage new development areas to ensure
that water, sewer, and drainage systems are
constructed in advance of residential occupancy.
• Ensure coordination with water, sewer, and
utility service providers to reduce incidences
of service interruption, improve the quality
and sustainability of services, and reduce perunit costs.
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Services
• Minimize visual impact impediments to
utility extensions.
• Provide services to meet the needs of
local residents.
• Create park and open space facilities that will
provide active and passive recreation for all
residents and visitors to Cordova Hills.
• Minimal water and sewer services will be
required outside the USB. Well water will not be
used for any portion of the project including the
bufferlands. It will all be serviced by surface water.
Septic will only service the bufferlands and the
rest of the project will be serviced by sewer lines
leading to the regional treatment plan. Cordova
Hills, as part of the Master Plan entitlement
effort, does not propose amending the USB.

8.2	Organization of
Cordova Hills Services
Many of the public services and infrastructure
maintenance required for the Cordova Hills
community will continue to be provided by existing
service agencies that provide such services elsewhere
in the County. Among these are road maintenance,
sewer collection and treatment, domestic water
supply, storm water management, fire protection,
sheriff, library and schools, and others. However,
Cordova Hills has the opportunity to take a distinctly
different approach for other public services that will
not be provided by existing service agencies. This
occurs for two reasons.
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First, the urban services that overlie many other
areas of the county do not exist in the plan area.
For example, Cordova Hills is not currently served
by a park district other than the County Regional
Parks Department through County Service Area
4B. The County focuses on regional park facilities
and does not typically provide local community and
neighborhood parks. Thus, there is an opportunity
to form a district or other agency form for the
purpose of providing parks.

ride sharing and other Transportation Management
services, and intra-community communications. Not
all services would be performed by this one entity,
but will create synergies and efficiencies that cannot
be done with established single purpose entities
consolidating certain services under one umbrella.
Table 8.1 provides a brief listing of potential
programs and services that may be included in the
Cordova Hills CSA and may be serviced by traditional
service providers.

Second, the Cordova Hills community is envisioned
as a highly sustainable development in which
water, soil, air, and habitat are carefully managed
as integral components of the urban development.
A single service entity with a focus on integrated
resource management would be better organized
to address complex environmental and community
issues than an overlay of single purpose districts.
Cordova Hills provides the unusual, if not unique
opportunity to provide comprehensive community
services through a single service provider. The
proposed concept for public service in Cordova Hills
is a single service agency with a broad mandate for
operating the community based systems, rather
than a multitude of small, single purpose agencies.
Among the services envisioned for this entity are
the merging of park and open space management,
green waste recycling management, street
landscaping maintenance. In addition, the entity
will provide services designed to reduce use of
automobiles in the community, such as local transit,
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Table 8.1: Cordova Hills Service Providers
CORDOVA HILLS SERVICES THAT WILL REMAIN WITH TRADITIONAL PROVIDERS
Division

Activity

Current/Traditional Service
Provider

Future Service Provider
for Cordova Hills

Sanitary Sewer
Sewer conveyance and treatment

SRCSD for interceptors
collection and treatment.
SASD for trunk and local
connections

SRCSD for interceptors conveyance and
treatment. SASD for trunk and local
collection

Fire
Fire protection

Sacramento Metropolitan Fire

Sacramento Metropolitan Fire

Provide wildfire prevention program
in concert with open space
management

Sacramento Metro Fire and
Cal Fire/CDF

Sacramento Metro Fire and Cal Fire/CDF

Safety protection

Sacramento County Sheriff’s
Department

Sacramento County Sheriff’s Department

Library services

Sacramento Public Library
Authority

Sacramento Public Library Authority

Electricity

SMUD

SMUD

Natural Gas

PG&E

PG&E

Maintain local/public roads and NEV
lanes within public ROW (except
medians)

SAC County DOT

SAC County DOT within ROW consisting
of paved section, curb and gutter
(except medians)

All hardscape concrete areas of
medians (Does not including
landscaping or LID features)

SAC County DOT

SAC County DOT

Own and maintain bike and pedestrian
trails/paseos

SAC County DOT when part
of ROW; outside a local
district

Police

Library

Electricity
Gas
Transportation
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CHCSA
Does not include sidewalks and only
includes Cordova Hills pedestrian bike
multi-use trails/paseos outside of ROW.
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Drainage
Zone 11a

Zone 11a for phase 1 and supplemental
fees or developer obligation for phases
2 and 3

Own and maintain flood control and
water quality systems (detention
basins, drainage channels, drop inlets
and drainage pipes)

County SCWA Zone 12

County SCWA Zone 12

Long-range planning and engineering
studies of flood control, water
resources development, water
supply management and water
conservation.

County SCWA Zone 13

County SCWA Zone 13

Street lights and safety lighting

CSA 1

CSA 1

Funding for the construction of major
drainage facilities.

Lighting and Safety
Domestic Water Management
Provide retail, metered water service

County - SCWA

County - SCWA

Provide educational outreach programs
for water conservation

County - SCWA

County - SCWA

Operate exterior water conservation
programs (residential and
commercial)

County - SCWA

County - SCWA

Provide water conservation audits
(residential and commercial)

County - SCWA

County - SCWA

Enforce water conserving landscape
design standards (residential and
commercial properties)

County code enforcement &
SCWA

County code enforcement & SCWA

County if within public ROW.
All part of LLD or HOA

County for within public ROW. CHCSA
will provide vandalism and graffiti
abatement in all other public areas.

Streetscape Maintenance
Vandalism and graffiti abatement
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CORDOVA HILLS SERVICES PERFORMED PRIVATELY OR BY THE COMMUNITY CHCSA
Transportation
Own and maintain bike and pedestrian
trails/paseos outside of public ROW

SAC County DOT when part
of ROW; outside a local
district

CHCSA

Operate transit system for community

RT

CHCSA

RT

CHCSA

RT

CHCSA

3rd Party

CHCSA

LLD

CHCSA

Currently no service provider.
3rd party

Contract with SSHCP or third party

Currently no service provider.
3rd party

Contract with SSHCP or third party

Operate water efficient irrigation
systems in all public ROW and District
facilities

Lighting and Landscaping
District (LLD)

CHCSA

Own and maintain parks, special
facilities, linear parks, and R-2 open
space areas

CSA-4b

CHCSA

Provide community pools

CSA-4b

CHCSA and Elk Grove School District

Own and maintain transit stops,
shelters, and transit maintenance
facilities.
Own and maintain ridesharing facilities
Transportation Management
Association (TMA) and
Transportation Demand Management
(TDM)
Greenscape and Surface Water Management
Maintain LID swales in medians,
shoulders, and other public areas
Open Space Management
Provide third-party resource
management or contract for
management services for the
preserves established under the 404
permit
Operate and maintain all public area
open space
Domestic Water Management

Recreation and Parks

Provide recreation programs

CSA-4b

CHCSA

Provide extension programs (gardening,
etc.)

CSA-4b

CHCSA

Operate community gardens program

CSA-4b

CHCSA

Operate farmers market program

CSA-4b

CHCSA

Operate and maintain safety lighting in
all parks and public areas outside of
street ROW

CSA-1 Safety and Street lights

CHCSA

N/A

CHCSA

Community Communication
Community intranet, posters, fliers,
bulletins regarding events, transit,
other….
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Landscape and Streetscape Maintenance
A-1

Landscape corridor lot - without wall

Lighting and Landscaping
District (LLD)

CHCSA

A-2

Landscape corridor lot - with wall

Lighting and Landscaping
District (LLD)

CHCSA

B-1

ROW to back of walk - Commercial
frontage

Privately Maintained

Privately Maintained

B-2

ROW to back of walk - Densities MDR
and above (apts., condos, HOA)

Privately Maintained

Privately Maintained

C

ROW to back of walk - LDR (single
family frontage backbone and
intract)*

Privately Maintained

CHCSA for Sidewalks (both attached and
detached) and Privately maintained
landscaped planter strip (if it occurs
next to detached sidewalk).

D

ROW to back of walk - School or park
frontage

Privately Maintained

Privately Maintained

E

Row to back of walk - R-2 open space
frontage

Lighting and Landscaping
District (LLD)

CHCSA

F

Medians - both wide and narrow

Sacramento County DOT

CHCSA for all a landscaping/LID areas
and Sacramento County DOT for paved
concrete areas

Supplemental streetscape maintenance

N/A

Above and beyond County standards.
CHCSA will provide supplemental street
sweeping and litter control within and
along streetscapes.

Maintain gateways, water features, and
other landscaping areas outside of
public ROW

County if within public ROW.
All part of LLD or HOA

CHCSA

Vandalism and Graffiti abatement

County if within public ROW.
All part of LLD or HOA

County for within public ROW. CHCSA
will provide vandalism and graffiti
abatement in all other public areas.

*Note: Attached sidewalk is poured monolithically with the curb (ie no gap between county ROW at back of curb and CHCSA sidewalk).
Detached sidewalk is separated from the curb by a landscape planter strip (consisting of Privately maintained grass and trees).
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8.3 Water

8.3.1	Off-site Water Infrastructure

Cordova Hills is located within the Zone 40 service
area of the Sacramento County Water Agency (SCWA)
and will ultimately be served by a conjunctive use
water system. A large-diameter water transmission
main, the North Service Area (NSA) pipeline will be
extended from the Vineyard Surface Treatment Plant
currently under construction in central Sacramento
County. The new surface water treatment plant
will divert water from the Sacramento River water
through the Freeport Regional Water project, a joint
project between East Bay Municipal Utility District
and SCWA to deliver surface water to customers
within SCWA’s service area and the East Bay.

Cordova Hills will also require the construction of
certain off-site infrastructure necessary to serve
the needs of the project. The EIR will include an
examination of the environmental impacts of
providing that infrastructure, which is expected to
include the following:

On-site transmission mains will be connected to
an extension of the County’s existing transmission
system in the Sunrise Douglas area. A large water
storage tank will be located just to the north of
Cordova Hills and a backbone transmission system
will distribute water throughout Cordova Hills. Due
to the varying elevations of the project, several
booster pumps as well as pressure reducing stations
will be required to maintain system pressures to Zone
40 standards throughout the project.
Generally, the on-site transmission system will consist
of 16-inch to 24-inch mains extending through the
project. A grid of 8-inch to 12-inch distribution
mains will extend from the transmission system to
serve local Villages and neighborhoods.

Environmental Review documents for the North
Service Area pipeline from the Vineyard treatment
plant to the planned storage tank south of Mather
Lake and adjacent to and east of Eagles Nest Road is
complete. This water pipeline will then be extended
from the storage tank to existing water lines in the
developments of Anatolia and the remainder of the
Sunridge Specific Plan. A 42” water line already
exists along Douglas Road up to the North Douglas
development along Douglas Road. A new transmission
line will need to be extended from the existing 42inch approximately three-quarters of a mile to a tank
site located at Cordova Hills. This pipeline will traverse
along the frontages of other approved projects in
the Sunridge Specific Plan. Extension of this 42-inch
transmission main to the planned storage tank(s) in
Cordova Hills will provide for the primary feed to meet
demands in Cordova Hills.

Water infrastructure will be phased with development
to meet end user demands as well as operational
criteria of the system. Refer to Figure 8.1: Cordova
Hills Water Systems Map.
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Figure 8.1: Cordova Hills Water System Map
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Figure 8.2: Regional Water Concept

Proposed offsite water transmission pipeline
Proposed North Area Service (NSA) pipeline
Proposed onsite water transmission pipeline
Proposed raw surface water pipeline (FRWA)
Proposed raw ground water pipeline
Existing water transmission pipeline
Existing raw ground water pipeline
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8.4	Sanitary Sewer
In January 2012, Sacramento Area Sewer District’s
(SASD’s) Board of Directors approved an SASD
Sewer System Capacity Plan 2010 Update which
outlines the District’s most current mid-range and
long-term plan for sewer service to the Cordova
Hills area. Sacramento Regional County Sanitation
District (SRCSD) is in the process of finalizing its own
Interceptor Sequencing Study that will aid SRCSD in
planning and implementing regional conveyance
projects based on SASD’s local collection plans.
SRCSD’s regional Interceptor facilities will convey
sewage from local trunk sewers to the Sacramento
Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant (SRWTP)
located near the Sacramento River in Elk Grove.
Cordova Hills is located outside of the SASD and
SRCSD service areas and will thus need to be annexed
into both of these service areas through LAFCO in
order to receive sewer service. Once annexed, the
required onsite and offsite local collection and trunk
conveyance facilities will be constructed in order
to receive service. SRCSD constructs the regional
interceptor facilities. Based on the most current
planning documents, Cordova Hills will ultimately be
served by the SRCSD Douglas Interceptor (DI). This
is consistent with the most current SASD and SRCSD
planning documents (SASD and SRCSD East Rancho
Mid-Range Plans and SASD System Capacity Plan).
Figure 8.3 shows the proposed infrastructure plan.
Trunk sewer lines typically carry a flow between 1
million gallons a day (MGD) and 10 MGD, whereas
local sewer collection facilities carry a flow less than
1 MGD. The backbone sewer infrastructure plan
does not include any local collection facilities that
will generally be constructed as part of individual
small-lot subdivision improvements. Facilities include
the following improvements:
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• Gravity trunk sewer lines ranging from 12 to 30
inches in diameter.
• Two on-site SASD pump stations.
• On-site force mains and their appurtenances.
• Off-site interim force main extensions and their
appurtenances.

8.4.1 Phasing
Cordova Hills ultimately will be served by the
SRCSD Douglas Interceptor facility. Prior to the
extension of this interceptor to the vicinity of the
Project, Cordova Hills will pump its wastewater to
the existing Aerojet-Sunrise Douglas trunk sewer
located in Douglas Road approximately 3,700 feet
northwest of Cordova Hills on an interim basis.
Phase 1 proposes to tie into the existing AJ Sunrise
Douglas (ASD) trunk sewer and send the flows to
the existing Chrysanthy Pump Station. Phase 1
includes the initial phase of an SASD pump station
and the gravity lines and force mains necessary to
connect to the ASD Trunk sewer in Douglas Road.
As noted in the Sewer Master Plan, however, “if
capacity at POC-1 [ASD Trunk] is available at the
time of connection, and discharges from other
developments within the East Rancho Cordova area
have increased, additional improvements to the
Chrysanthy Pump Station may be needed.
Upgrading the on-site SASD pump station to a
greater capacity, constructing additional gravity
lines, and potentially constructing additional
offsite facilities ahead of extension of the Douglas
Interceptor will be required to support remaining
phases.
Installation of sewer improvements will be
determined by the phasing of development
projects to be served by sewer facilities. Individual
projects will be required to complete sewer facility
improvements as conditions of project approval.
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Figure 8.3: Regional Waste Water System
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Figure 8.4: Cordova Hills Waste Water System
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8.5	Storm Drainage

8.5.1	Detention Basins

Cordova Hills is within two major creek systems. The
western portions of the project includes intermittent
drainages tributary to the headwaters of Laguna
Creek, whereas much of the eastern portion of the
area drains into Carson Creek, a tributary to Deer
Creek and ultimately the Consumes River.

Detention basins are a key component of a
comprehensive storm water management and
water quality system that extends throughout the
developed portions of Cordova Hills. In addition
to the basins, the system includes underground
pipe conveyances and all of the surface
components of the storm water detention system
(including inlets, filters, maintenance access, and
outfall structures).

The existing open space in the project will provide the
majority of the storm water storage capacity in the
natural (pre-development) condition. County drainage
policies stipulate that peak storm water flows and
stages (measured at the edge of the project) after
development of the project (post development) shall
not exceed pre-development peak flows and stages.
Peak runoff volumes would increase in the project as
a result of increased impervious surfaces associated
with the planned development.
Planned storm water management facilities within the
project will mitigate for increases in storm runoff and
impacts to storm water quality created by development
of the project. Areas outside of the project will be
required to mitigate their own impacts.
Impacts to storm water quality will be mitigated
through a combination of at-the-source treatment via
Low Impact Development (LID) measures and water
quality treatment basins at the point of discharge to
regulated waters.

This system also includes several LID components
that have localized detention and water quality
benefits. These include detention in parking
areas and the streets, paseos, and pedestrian
corridors that include vegetated swales and small
basins. Water quality and detention features
will be integrated with parking areas and site
landscaping where feasible and soils permit.
Please refer to Chapters 2 and 4 for additional
detail on the surface water management systems
and the landscape design features they include.
The storm water detention and water quality
features throughout Cordova Hills are designed
as an integrated management system.
Implementation of LID measures throughout
Cordova Hills will help reduce overall development
impacts on the quality of storm water runoff
from the project.
The basins will be designed to provide water
quality treatment for urban run-off before
such water enters the jurisdictional avoidance
areas. Storm water and urban nuisance run-off
water will be detained in multi-purpose water
quality treatment basins prior to release to the
open space drainage corridor. Bio-filtration will
typically involve marshy areas and grass swales
that trap pollutants. The detention/water quality
basins may incorporate permanent wet basins in
the design.

View of the Typical Drainage Corridors that Traverse
Cordova Hills
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Legend
Major Shed Boundaries
(developed condition)
Sub-Shed Boundaries
Schematic Basin Layout (typ.)
Basin Identifiers

Figure 8.5: Cordova Hills Storm Water Management Plan
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Although storm water management and water
quality improvement are the primary functions, the
detention facilities will also provide an aesthetic
and informal recreation function. The basins will
be designed as an integral element of the avoided
area buffer amenities that also include naturalized
landscaping and a bike and pedestrian trail system.
Small recreation amenities, including picnic tables and
benches may be located near detention basins at the
edge of the open space. All improvements must occur
and be located outside of the avoidance areas.

Services

and water quality facilities. Such LID facilities would
include small basins and swales that are an integral
part of the landscaping and are interconnected with
the overall storm water management system. They
may also include structural BMP’s to facilitate water
quality treatment.
Some basins may be located adjacent to and at the
lower end of parks located throughout Cordova
Hills, but the actual basin area will not be considered
for park area credit. They also may be located in
floodplains. In these instances the basins may include
a portion that only floods on rare occasions and will
thus appear as an extension of the park. The basin
will serve as a water quality enhancement feature
that treats pollutants coming from the park turf and
parking areas. By agreement with the Sacramento
County Parks Department, the basins may include
park recreation areas such as turf practice fields,
informal play and other minimally improved areas
specifically designed for multiple use purposes.

Detention Basin
The detention basins will be designed as visual
amenities that include naturalized landscaping,
such as willow and native oaks, as well as native
companion plant groundcovers and shrubs. With
consideration for maintenance requirements for
the basin’s primary functions of storm water
management and water quality enhancement, the
design may allow for placement of boulders or other
naturally occurring features that would enhance the
aesthetics of the facility. The banks of the basins
will be designed and graded such that public safety
fencing will not be required in most cases.
The pedestrian paseos and other open space features
designed into medium and high density residential
uses, as well as Village Commercial and Commercial
Mixed-use areas may include storm water detention
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Detention Basin with Fencing
Multiple distributed detention facilities allow for
phased development of Cordova Hills. Basins can
be designed and constructed to accommodate the
storm flow from small developing sub-areas.
Final design of each detention basin will occur as
individual neighborhoods are developed and the
need for mitigation of flows arises.
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8.6	Roadways
The on-site Road Network is described in Chapter 6,
Circulation. The off-site roadways required for this
project will be identified in the traffic impact analysis
within the EIR. While the extent of off-site roadway
improvements has not yet been determined, this
project description includes this off-site facility by
general reference. The project description shall
include this information as it becomes available.

8.7 Police
Sacramento County’s Sheriff’s Department currently
provides law enforcement service to Cordova Hills.
The Sheriff’s Department will continue to provide
services to the area.

8.8 Parks and Recreation
Cordova Hills is located entirely within County
Service District 4B, a park district governed and
administered by Sacramento County. CSA 4B
currently provides minimal park and recreation
services to the Cordova Hills project area. It is
currently being explored if parks and recreation
within Cordova Hills will be managed by the CHCSA
as described in this Chapter.
The park plan for Cordova Hills includes a
combination of large sports facilities, a community
park and several neighborhood parks as described in
Chapter 3, Land Use. In addition to the formal parks
there is an extensive network of open space areas
that weave through the residential neighborhoods
and along the edge of the major resource avoidance
open space areas.
Sports Park is a 50-acre complex located near the
University / College Campus Center at the west side
of Cordova Hills. This site will include soccer fields,
baseball and softball fields, extensive picnic areas
and parking among other amenities. The Sports
Park is envisioned as a primary community resource
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that will serve much of the active sports needs,
particularly for league and tournament play.
Community Park is located adjacent to the
commercial center in East Valley Village near
the geographic center of the community. The
Community Park encompasses 18.5 acres and will
abut the commercial site to provide an opportunity
for a restaurant to be located overlooking the park.
The park will be distinctly urban in character and
will include a community center, a Village green
for a farmers market and large community events,
playgrounds and picnic areas, and splash fountain in
addition to open turf and play fields.
Where the Sports Park is within 2,000 feet of the
Kiefer landfill, a minimum 25-foot wide landscaping
area shall be provided. This landscaping area shall
include a dense mix of trees and shrubs to screen
the uses from the landfill. Acceptable tree species
include those expected to reach minimum heights of
40 feet.
Neighborhood parks will encompass five or six acres,
and will include open turf for soccer, picnic facilities
and a playground. But each of the six neighborhood
parks will have a distinct character that fits with
the surrounding neighborhood. For example the
Town Center Park will be more urban in character
with a larger percentage of hardscape for public
events and a small splash fountain in addition to
the conventional turf. The park in University Village
will have open turf but will also have a plaza and
play ground area associated with the Village center
use across the street. The parks in East Valley will
typically be more sports oriented and designed for
family play areas. Some parks will be coordinated
with the adjacent school to provide supplement
recreation activity areas.
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8.9	Schools
Cordova Hills is within the Elk Grove Unified School
District. In order to accommodate new students, the
district will need to construct three (3) elementary
schools and a combined high school and middle
school campus.
All schools will be linked by
components of the pedestrian and bikeway trails
network.
The high school/middle school is located on a flat
site of approximately 80 acres with excellent access
from North Loop Road. Paseo Central, the primary
north south open space corridor runs along the west
side of the campus and will provide a direct link to
the major trails network.
The three elementary schools are located near the
centers of three Villages, Town Center, University /
College Campus Center, and East Valley. In each of
Villages the school is located near a neighborhood
park which can augment the recreation facilities at
the school. The schools are also located where they
can be easily accessible by pedestrians. A one-half
mile walking radius around each elementary school
encompasses nearly 85% of the entire population of
Cordova Hills.

Services

The current Student Generation Rate for Elk
Grove Unified School District is summarized in
Table 8.2: Summary of Cordova Hills School
Facility Requirements.
The projected student enrollment is approximately
2,547 elementary students; 750 middle school
students; and 1,416 high school students.
The Master Plan includes three elementary
schools, and a middle / high school located to
serve individual neighborhoods.
Elk Grove Student Generation Rates
K-6

7 to 8

9 to 12

Single Family

0.3763

0.1127

0.2101

Multi-Family

0.2684

0.0736

0.1333

Condominiums

0.0697

0.0202

0.0652

Elementary school site sizes can be adjusted in size
and configuration at the small lot subdivision level.
Elementary schools in University/College Campus
and East Valley are anticipated to be approximately
10 acres in size. The Town Center elementary
school size may vary from 7 to 10 acres depending
on educational programming, site design, and use
of 2-story structures. Also, there may be joint use
facilities of parks and schools that may warrant a
smaller school footprint. A smaller school site in
Town Center will be pursued if possible. However a
10-acre size may be needed if the above strategy is
not practicable. The Town Center elementary would
ultimately serve the elementary education needs
of students in the Town Center, but could be used
to serve portions of other villages during phased
development of Cordova Hills.
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Table 8.2: Summary of Cordova Hills School Facility Requirements
TOWN CENTER

Yield

Student

Yield

Student

Yield

TOTALS

Units

K-6

150

0.0697

10.5

0.0202

3.0

0.0652

9.8

23.3

HDR2

400

0.2684

107.4

0.0736

29.4

0.1333

53.3

190.1

RD20

150

0.2684

40.3

0.0736

11.0

0.1333

20.0

71.3

MDR

760

0.3763

286.0

0.1127

85.7

0.2101

159.7

531.3

290

0.3763

109.1

0.1127

32.7

0.2101

Acres

LDR
Town Center Total

204.3

60.9

202.7

161.8

303.7

1018.7

School size

850

1200

2200

School Needed

0.65

0.13

0.14

Yield
Acres (1)

9 - 12

553.2

1750

RIDGELINE
Land Use Type

7-8

Student

HDR1

Land Use Type

(1)

Units

K-6

Student

Yield

Student

7-8

Yield

Student

TOTALS

9 - 12

HDR1

9.8

200

0.2684

53.7

0.0736

14.7

0.1333

26.7

95.1

MDR

58.7

485

0.3763

182.5

0.1127

54.7

0.2101

101.9

339.1

LDR

79.0

260

0.3763

97.8

0.1127

29.3

0.2101

54.6

181.8

FC

11.2

50

0.3763

18.8

0.1127

5.6

0.2101

10.5

35.0

Ridgeline Total

158.7

995

650.8

352.8

104.3

193.7

School size

850

1200

2200

School Needed

0.42

0.09

0.09

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

Yield

Student

Yield

Student

Student

TOTALS

0.1333

82.6

294.7

0.0652

13.4

31.8

0.2101

111.4

370.5

0.2101

18.9

62.9

8.4

28.0
787.9

K-6

34.0

620

0.2684

166.4

0.0736

45.6

15.1

205

0.0697

14.3

0.0202

4.1

MDR

59.0

530

0.3763

199.4

0.1127

59.7

LDR

13.1

90

0.3763

33.9

0.1127

10.1

FC

8.9

40

0.3763

15.1

0.1127

4.5

0.2101

University Village
Total

130.1

1485

Acres (1)

HDR1
RD20

7-8

Yield

Units

Land Use Type

9 - 12

429.1

124.2

234.7

School size

850

1200

2200

School Needed

0.50

0.10

0.11

EAST VALLLEY

Yield

Student

Yield

Student

Yield

TOTALS

Units

K-6

9.5

200

0.2684

53.7

0.0736

14.7

0.1333

26.7

95.1

RD20

15.9

230

0.0697

16.0

0.0202

4.6

0.0652

15.0

35.7

MDR

96.0

725

0.3763

272.8

0.1127

81.7

0.2101

152.3

506.8

LDR

111.7

520

0.3763

195.7

0.1127

58.6

0.2101

109.3

363.5

FC

14.5

65

0.3763

24.5

0.1127

7.3

0.2101

13.7

45.4

East Valley Total

247.6

1740

1046.6

Acres
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7-8

Student

HDR1

Land Use Type

(1)

9 - 12

562.7

167.0

316.9

School size

850

1200

2200

School Needed

0.66

0.14

0.14
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Land Use Type

Yield
Acres (1)

Units

K-6

Student

Services

and

Yield

Student

7-8

Yield

Student

TOTALS

9 - 12

HDR1

10.3

200

0.2684

53.7

0.0736

14.7

0.1333

26.7

95.1

RD20

23.0

305

0.0697

21.3

0.0202

6.2

0.0652

19.9

47.3

MDR

96.8

580

0.3763

218.3

0.1127

65.4

0.2101

121.9

405.5

LDR

126.7

445

0.3763

167.5

0.1127

50.2

0.2101

93.5

311.1

ER

2.5

5

0.3763

1.9

0.1127

0.6

0.2101

1.1

3.5

Creekside Total

259.3

1530

862.4

462.5

137.0

262.9

School size

850

1200

2200

School Needed

0.54

0.11

0.12

ESTATES

Yield

Student

Yield

Student

Yield

TOTALS
244.7

Units

K-6

109.6

350

0.3763

131.7

0.1127

39.4

0.2101

73.5

ER

62.2

145

0.3763

54.6

0.1127

16.3

0.2101

30.5

101.4

Estates Total

171.8

495

346.1

Acres

7-8

Student

LDR

Land Use Type

(1)

9 - 12

186.3

55.8

104.0

School size

850

1200

2200

School Needed

0.22

0.05

0.05

Schools

Students

K-6

Total

3.00

Schools

Students

7-8

2,547

0.6

Schools

Students

9 - 12

750

0.6

1,416

Notes:
(1) Areas exclude major roadways shown on land use plan.
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8.10 Library

8.11 Fire

The Sacramento Public Library Authority is the fourth
largest library system in California serving the public
in the City and County of Sacramento as well as the
cities of Citrus Heights, Elk Grove, Galt, Isleton and
Rancho Cordova. The Sacramento Public Library
operates 28 libraries, which includes a Central Library
in downtown Sacramento. More than 600,000
residents have a library card and over 7 items are
circulated annually.

The Sacramento Metropolitan Fire District is the
service provider for the area and will continue to
provide services once the community has developed.
The Sacramento Metropolitan Fire District has
indicated that development within Cordova Hills area
will increase the need for fire protection, including
additional staffing, vehicles and equipment, and 1-2
new fire stations to be located within the project.

A branch library is planned within the Town Center
to serve the Cordova Hills community as well as
residents in the surrounding area. The branch library
may be phased in over time by locating first in a
leased space in a commercial setting and ultimately
locating in a permanent facility. The library will serve
as a center of public activity and will be located
adjacent to a public space such as a plaza and near
shops, restaurants and entertainment venues in the
Town Center.

8.12	Electricity
SMUD is the current service provider for the area
and will remain as the service provided once the
project develops. SMUD has indicated that the
energy demand for Cordova Hills will require 1 to 2
neighborhood substations. These substation would
be served from an overhead 69kV system that would
likely loop from Grant Line Road. The electrical
distribution will be an underground 12kV system
installed based on SMUD’s standard Residential Rule
15, and the Commercial Rule 16 requirements.

8.13	Natural Gas
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (P.G.&E.) is the
current service provider for the area and will remain
as the service provider once the project develops.
PG&E has indicated a pipeline extension to serve
the Cordova Hills area will come from the Sunridge
Specific Plan and a new regulator station will be
needed in order to adequately provide service at full
build-out.
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